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A reﬁned disposition is naturally expressed in the way a
person walks, lives, sits, and sleeps.
—Master Cheng Yen
PHOTO BY HSIAO YIU-HWA
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After Typhoon Haiyan
A cargo plane approaches an airport near this devastated coastal community in Tacloban in the
aftermath of Typhoon Haiyan. Approximately 360 miles southeast of Manila, the city is the capital of the province of Leyte, in the central Philippines. Many countries rushed in supplies for struggling victims after the disaster.

Text and photos by Hsiao Yiu-hwa
Translated by Tang Yau-yang

Smashing In at 190 MPH
Twenty or more typhoons hit the Philippines
each year, but this particular storm was one for
the record books. Typhoon Haiyan struck with
deadly force on November 8, 2013. Delivering
winds clocked at more than 190 miles per hour,
it was one of the strongest typhoons ever recorded in human history. The monstrous storm
inflicted destruction and death on the central
part of the nation.
The strong winds brought by the typhoon
tore the province of Leyte to pieces. Just a week
after Haiyan came and left, this family in Isabel,
in the city of Ormoc, Leyte, returned to where
their home once stood. They salvaged still usable
building materials from the debris and began to
put up the frame of their house, a first step in
piecing their lives back together.
On the way from Ormoc to Tacloban, the
endless clear sky and the still, mirror-like surface
of the sea in the distance gave an image of calm
and normalcy. But on the ground, downed
homes, torn roads, strewn debris, bowed coconut trees, and banana plants snapped off at waist
level pervaded the landscape. Farmers scrambled to harvest rice in a desperate drive to salvage their crops from total ruin.
Tacloban and Ormoc in the province of Leyte
and Guiuan in the province of Samar suffered
the most severe damage. According to the most
recent data available at the time of publication,
Typhoon Haiyan killed more than 5,000 people,
affected 9.5 million, and damaged 19,500 buildings—13,000 of which were totally destroyed.

The provinces highlighted in pink were
on the apocalyptic
path of Typhoon
Haiyan.

Manila

Ormoc

Tacloban
Guiuan

Cebu
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Reorienting the Disoriented
At 1:00 p.m. on November 12, 2013, two
C-130H transport aircraft took off from an Air
Force base in Hsinchu, Taiwan, and headed
directly for Cebu Province in the Philippines.
The cargo aircraft were part of a larger Taiwanese
military effort to deliver relief supplies donated
by charitable organizations in Taiwan, including
the Tzu Chi Foundation, for distribution to survivors of Typhoon Haiyan. Tzu Chi donated
instant rice and blankets made from recycled
PET bottles. The relief goods would be further
transported to the disaster area.
On November 13, 50 Tzu Chi volunteers from
the Philippines and Malaysia boarded a boat at
Cebu that took them to Ormoc. They were headed for the disaster area to assess the damage, distribute aid, and provide free medical services.
Utility poles knocked askew or fallen on the
road made this undivided thoroughfare (in the
picture) in Ormoc that much more crowded and
hazardous to negotiate. Like the poles, people’s
lives were knocked off balance. Utility workers
will straighten the leaning poles in the weeks and
months ahead, just as the Philippine government
and charities like Tzu Chi will help victims get
back on their feet again.
Relief goods from different parts of the world
reached the Philippines soon after the disaster,
but getting the goods to victims was a slow process. The disaster zone was too vast, and most
municipal workers, being typhoon victims themselves, couldn’t report to work and thus couldn’t
help with the aid efforts.
Collapsed walls, roofs, debris and garbage
blocked the victims’ paths back to normalcy.
Heavy earth-moving equipment was in short supply to help remove bulky obstacles. People were
dispirited. “I saw no hope in their eyes,” said Tzu
Chi Philippines CEO Alfredo Li (李偉嵩) of the
victims he had encountered.
He announced that the Tzu Chi work relief
program would commence on November 20.
The program would give victims an opportunity
to work on community cleanups or aid distributions in exchange for cash. “When they have
work to do, when they start moving about, then
they will be on their way to standing up on their
own again,” Li said.
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Live in Peace
Rest in Peace
Typhoon Haiyan damaged 95 percent of Ormoc to
one degree or another. The whole city lost electricity.
People waited in a long line for precious gas at this service station that had lost much of its roof. Looting,
though sporadic, had added to the tense, chaotic atmosphere, prompting police to patrol neighborhoods with
weapons at the ready.
Two hours by car to the east of Ormoc lies Tacloban,
the capital of Leyte. It was a prosperous port city of
220,000 people before Haiyan hit. The storm surge
brought waves as tall as six meters (20 feet), dumping
water into the funnel-shaped bay, engulfing everything
in their path. Everything was in ruins when the water
finally receded. Homes were washed out and people
were killed by the thousands.
Perhaps unidentified, or perhaps because the city
simply did not have the manpower to handle them, some
bagged corpses were still lying in the open a week after
the storm. Exposed in the sun for days, they exuded
repulsive odors. The smell was only part of the problem;
unprocessed dead bodies could become a huge public
health hazard. For now, people just hurried by, trying to
lessen the stink by covering up their noses.
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Impromptu Surgery Amid an
Exodus
Jay-Ar Menses, 16, was blown into the water
by the incredible winds of the typhoon. Though
he survived the disaster, his grandfather and his
mother were not quite so fortunate: He died on
November 8, the day of the storm, and she
remains missing to this day.
The disaster left Jay-Ar badly injured. The
wound on his left forearm was not properly treated, and that led to necrosis and persistent high
fevers. His sister was taking him from Ormoc to
Cebu on a ferry when they came across Tzu Chi
volunteers on the boat. Among the volunteers was
Dr. Robert Sy (盧尾丁), a member of the Tzu Chi
International Medical Association. Dr. Sy examined Jay-Ar, scraped off the dead tissue, cleaned
the wound, and sewed it up. Jay-Ar’s sister was
relieved that he had gotten treatment.
Most passengers on the ferry were typhoon
victims evacuating the disaster areas. They were
understandably melancholy as they left their
homes behind.

The Tzu Chi delegation saw much suffering
in the disaster area. To help ease that suffering,
large-scale distributions of daily necessities and
cash, as well as free medical clinics, were kicked
off on November 22. Eighty easy-to-assemble
classrooms were scheduled to reach Cebu by the
end of November. Tzu Chi volunteers will
accompany victims through the reconstruction
of their shattered lives.
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Cells of Life
Two Decades of
Saving Lives
By Li Wei-huang

Compiled and translated by Tang Yau-yang

The Buddhist Tzu Chi Stem Cell Center has been
a bridge between volunteer donors and blood
cancer patients since its founding. Its efforts
over the years have helped raise awareness
about stem cell donation, and in 2012 alone it
led 354 Taiwanese to donate their stem cells. In
the 20 years of its existence, the center has distributed stem cells to nearly 3,300 recipients in
28 countries.

At a drive for HLA typing, a potential donor gives
ten milliliters (0.3381 fluid ounce) of blood.
yan lin-zhao
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chen an-yu

B

lood stem cell transplantation has
become an effective treatment for certain kinds of blood cancers, and it is
even useful in treating other diseases,
from immunodeficiency to sickle-cell
anemia. In earlier days, the stem cells were
provided entirely by bone marrow transplants.
However, peripheral blood stem cells are now
the most common source, collected through a
process called apheresis, which for the donor is
similar to a regular blood donation.
Before 1993, Taiwanese law used to prohibit
stem cell donations to unrelated recipients. This
meant that patients suffering from blood cancer
were limited to seeking compatible stem cell
donors—those with matching human leukocyte
antigen (HLA)—from their relatives only. This
restriction greatly reduced the chance they
would ever receive the lifesaving treatment.
16
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There were parents who, out of desperation,
conceived and became pregnant for the sole purpose of getting a chance, however small, that
their newborn baby might be a stem cell donor
for their sick child.
In 1992, Wen Wen-ling (溫文玲) was diagnosed with chronic myelogenous leukemia. At
that time, the 29-year-old Taiwanese student was
studying at the University of Iowa in the United
States. Doctors concluded an autologous marrow transplant (one from her own body) was not
advisable; unfortunately, the HLA of her parents
and siblings did not match hers. Because people
from a common ethnic background offer the best
hope of a match, teachers and students at her
university and Tzu Chi volunteers in the United
States held bone marrow drives among people
of Chinese descent in the hope that they could
locate a suitable donor for her.

Unfortunately, those drives and even the sizable bone marrow registry in the United States
did not yield a suitable donor for Wen. The
young woman thought of her own fellow countrymen, who might be facing the same predicament. If strangers and friends in Iowa could do
so much to help her, she figured she ought, and
indeed had the responsibility, to do something
for blood cancer patients in Taiwan.
She packed up and returned to Taiwan in
September 1992, six months after her cancer
diagnosis. She felt that it was incumbent upon
her to help change the restrictive laws in Taiwan
surrounding stem cell donations so that blood
cancer sufferers in her native land would have
better chances of obtaining transplants. The
probability of a match for these patients could
only be increased if the pool of potential donors
was enlarged to include unrelated people. For

A blood cancer patient first seeks a matching
donor from among their family members.
Failing that, the search is expanded to include
unrelated donors.

many, such donations were their best shot at surviving their disease.
Together with Dr. Chen Yao-chang (陳耀昌)
of National Taiwan University Hospital, Wen
lobbied the Department of Health to change the
law. Their efforts and those of many others finally prompted the department to submit a bill that
would abolish the restrictions. The bill sailed
through the three reads needed for legislative
passage in just one day, all on May 18, 1993. On
May 21, 1993, then–President Lee Teng-hui
announced the new law, which opened stem cell
donations to unrelated parties.
Less than three months later, on August 13,
1993, 1,094 milliliters (37 fluid ounces) of bone
marrow were harvested from a donor at Queen
Mary Hospital in Hong Kong. As soon as the
marrow was processed, the lifesaving liquid was
flown to Taipei for transplant into a Mr. Xie at
Veterans General Hospital. Although the donor
was in Hong Kong, that procedure was the first
marrow transplant between unrelated parties
carried out in Taiwan.
Though the legal barriers had been lifted,
another obstacle, no less daunting, remained:
the establishment of a meaningful marrow donor
registry. Based on his clinical experience, Dr.
Chen Yao-chang figured that a registry of 20,000
potential donors in Taiwan could yield matches
for 20 percent of the patients requesting donations. A 100,000-member registry could raise the
odds to 50 percent.
Whether 20,000, 100,000, or even more, such
a large registry would require huge sums of
money and a large amount of effort to operate.
Dr. Chen and others in the medical field in
Taiwan turned their eyes to Tzu Chi—a private
charity foundation that had earned the trust of
the public—for the establishment and operation
of such an organization.
A bone marrow registry in Taiwan
The first marrow transplant in the world took
place in 1958. The donor and recipient were identical twins. There have been more than a million
cases of completed stem cell transplants worldwide since that time, including those involving
unrelated donors. More than 50,000 transplants
now take place each year around the world.
Winter 2013
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The first Tzu Chi bone marrow drive took place in
Zhanghua, central Taiwan, in 1993. Today, the foundation holds an average of 120 such drives a year.

However, there were also people who tried
to dissuade the Master. In addition to pointing
out the exorbitant cost of the proposed undertaking, they suggested a more hypothetical yet
possibly more frightening scenario. Just before
the scheduled transplant, the recipient is treated
with high-dose chemotherapy, radiation, or
both, to kill any cancer cells as well as all the
healthy bone marrow in his or her body—to
wipe the slate clean so that the transplanted
healthy marrow can produce new blood cells
unimpeded. However, this leaves the patient
with no immune system to fight infections or
diseases until the new blood is produced. If the
donor were to back out at that critical time, the
patient would have to be confined in a sterile
room until some other donor was found. There
would be no going back.
Notwithstanding these attempts to dissuade
her, once Master Cheng Yen had obtained the
opinion of medical experts and understood that
a marrow donation would not harm the donor
(a common misconception), she decided to go

huang jin-yi
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Wen Wen-ling helped change the law in Taiwan,
abolishing the restrictions on stem cell donations
to unrelated recipients and paving the way for the
establishment of the Tzu Chi Bone Marrow
Registry in Taiwan. She died from pneumonia
soon after the registry had been formed.

for it. The Tzu Chi Bone Marrow Registry was
officially founded in October 1993.
Just prior to that, in August 1993, National
Taiwan University Hospital had held a marrow
registry drive. It was the first such drive in
Taiwan after the new law allowed such activity.
That day, more than 2,000 potential new donors
gave blood specimens to be tested for HLA compatibility. The enthusiastic response surprised
even Dr. Chen Yao-chang.
On behalf of his hospital, Chen turned over
the data on these specimens to the Tzu Chi Bone
Marrow Registry, as well as 400,000 U.S. dollars
that the hospital had raised for marrow
transplants.
Though Wen Wen-ling died soon after the
establishment of the Tzu Chi registry, the organization that she helped bring into existence would
go on to save the lives of many blood cancer
patients. The first marrow transplantation
between two unrelated Taiwanese occurred in
May 1994 when college student Ye Mei-jing (葉
美菁) donated to Wei Zhi-xiang (魏志祥), a
17-year-old young man.
The registry and its volunteers
A key reason for the Master to choose to
establish the registry, even though she was fully
aware of the daunting tasks ahead, was the belief
that life is priceless.
The road to a successful stem cell transplant
is indeed strewn with roadblocks. First, the
chance of an HLA match is extremely low, occurring once in 10,000 or even 100,000 tries. Second,
even with a match and an ensuing transplant,
the risk of complications such as rejection is
always present.
Despite the long odds, the Master believed
that “If we do it, the patient has at least a 1-in100,000 chance. We mustn’t give up simply
because it’s difficult. We should sincerely do
whatever we can.” She was confident that people in Taiwan would come through in support of
the registry.
Most bone marrow registries around the
world are supported by government funds, and
for good reason. For each blood specimen col-

provided by wen wen-hua

Many of these transplants have been made
possible because of the existence of marrow registries in many countries which support each
other across national boundaries. It is impossible
for any one registry, even the largest and the best
run, to satisfy all the donation requests it may
receive. The reason is a matter of ethnicity—no
registry can possibly possess enough varieties of
donor ethnicities to satisfy the requests from all
ethnic groups.
When Wen Wen-ling, the University of Iowa
student, was struck with her blood disease, there
were no large-scale marrow registries anywhere
that listed primarily registrants of Chinese
descent.
Wen and Dr. Chen visited Master Cheng Yen
and expressed their hope that Tzu Chi could
establish a marrow registry in Taiwan. They persuaded the Master to consider the possibility.

lected from a potential donor at a registry drive,
Tzu Chi pays 10,000 Taiwanese dollars (US$333)
to have it processed for HLA typing (to match
the donor with a compatible recipient) and have
the information saved in its database. That is but
one of many costs, tangible and intangible, necessary to maintain a marrow donor registry.
With the addition of more services and technologies, the Tzu Chi Bone Marrow Registry was
renamed the Buddhist Tzu Chi Stem Cell Center
on April 30, 2002. Currently, the center maintains
data on 375,000 donors and 12,000 umbilical
cord blood units. The cost for obtaining the data
on the 375,000 blood samples alone would be
US$125 million in today’s dollars. Yet, for the
past two decades, the center has operated primarily with donated funds from the public. How
is this possible?
At Tzu Chi, volunteers handle many aspects
of stem cell donations—a factor that Yeh Chinchuan (葉金川), a former director of the Stem
Cell Center, pointed out as having significantly
lowered operating costs. If it weren’t for these
volunteers, Tzu Chi would be hard pressed to
keep the center running.
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Yang Guo-liang (楊國梁), the current director
of the Tzu Chi Stem Cell Center, also lauded the
volunteers. He commented that even though they
are not medical personnel, they have been trained
and certified for the specialized tasks they perform. Yang believes that they are on the frontline
of saving blood cancer patients, and that they are
the unsung heroes in any stem cell transplant.
Hurdles abound
Identifying a suitable donor for a patient on
the registry computer is certainly great news,
but it can also be the beginning of a protracted
process to track down the donor.
Several years or even more than a decade may
have passed since the donor gave his or her blood
for HLA typing. When hopeful volunteers try to
contact the donor, they may be calling a disconnected number or knocking on a door where the
donor no longer lives. Sometimes the donor has
moved without leaving a forwarding address.
Some have even moved several times, making it
all the more difficult to locate them. It is a good
thing volunteers do not easily give up. Despite

their best efforts, however, it is always possible
that the volunteers simply cannot find the donor.
All the trails may have turned cold.
Even when the volunteers find the donor,
other hurdles may still be in store. Donors are
often surprised when finally notified of a match.
So much time may have passed that they may
have totally forgotten about their decision to
donate, or they may have changed their minds.
Or their life circumstances may have changed
substantially: Some donors may have gone
abroad to study, others may be taking medication or have contracted diseases that disqualify
them, and still others may be pregnant and cannot donate until later, which might be too late
for the recipient. Most of these scenarios make it
impossible for a donation to be carried out—a
In July 2004, Yang Guo-liang, left, now director of
the Tzu Chi Stem Cell Center, and volunteer Jian
De-hong (簡德弘) delivered umbilical cord blood,
in the sealed bucket, to the designated handover
location for the trip to the United States, where a
two-year-old girl was waiting for a transplant.
jian qing-guang

Braving rain, Tzu Chi volunteers invite people in
Xinyi District, Taipei, to take part in a bone marrow drive. Some people were moved to sign up
after seeing volunteers old enough to be their
grandmothers promoting marrow donation on
the streets.

“No other medical centers or social welfare
groups in Taiwan have the ability to take on the
job of establishing a bone marrow registry,” said
Dr. Wang Cheng-jun (王成俊), the attending physician for the first recipient of marrow donated
through the Tzu Chi registry. “You can’t find this
brand of care for marrow recipients and donors
anywhere else,” he added, referring to the practice of having two teams of Tzu Chi volunteers
separately but simultaneously caring for the two
families on either end of the donation process,
through all stages of the transplant.
Wang had observed how Tzu Chi volunteers
worked in marrow transplant cases. They were
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chen he-jiao

involved with much more than promoting the
concept of marrow donations. After a match was
identified, they also contacted the donor,
explained the process and answered questions,
and accompanied the parties involved in the process from beginning to end. They even continued
to work with them after the transplant.
“Many donors have hesitated and changed
their minds,” Wang said. “But, [persuaded by
Tzu Chi volunteers,] they’ve changed their
minds back again and actually donated. The
efforts of the Tzu Chi volunteers have greatly
elevated the success rates of marrow donations
in Taiwan.”
Wang has also seen these same volunteers
rudely and unfairly treated and denounced by
distressed family members. Volunteers silently
and uncomplainingly take the brunt of the bad
words and accusations, however untrue they
really are, and continue with their job of making
a transplant a reality.
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hassle to argue so fiercely with his parents over
something that concerned a total stranger. But
then he asked himself, “What if the waiting
patient was my own relative?” In the end, he held
his ground and donated as scheduled.
One donor, Mr. Zhang, donated some time
ago, but he still hasn’t told his mother or fatherin-law about it. “I just don’t want them to have
any excuse to blame the marrow donation if I
should get sick in the future,” he explained. It’s
worth noting that it has been more than ten years
since his donation. It was most thoughtful of
him to donate to help a patient in dire straits,
and he has also been most considerate to keep it
under wraps to prevent any risk of blemishing
the Stem Cell Center, the labor of love of so many
caring people over such a long time.
Chen Nai-yu (陳乃裕), the executive director
of the center’s volunteer team, said that in the
past, when the concept of stem cell donation was
even more widely and wildly misunderstood,
many people donated without letting their families know about it. They went through all the
procedures alone, and there were cases when
those donors could have used the help and care
of their families. In 1994, Tzu Chi established the
volunteer team to, among other things, accompany and support donors. The team expanded
its scope in 2002 to offer financial and other support to recipients and their families.
“Even just one naysayer in the family can be
enough to sway a potential donor away from a
donation,” Chen said. He noted that volunteers
would step up their efforts to present correct
information and dispel misconceptions.
Any obstacle along the way can be a showstopper. That is why every bone marrow transplant is a small miracle, a real blessing.
There can also be bright spots along the way.
Donor Chen Di-li (陳帝利) was in the United
Kingdom studying for her doctorate when she
received notification of a match. Her family fully
supported her decision to follow through with the
donation. She made three trips back to Taiwan:
one trip for a second blood test to ascertain that
she was indeed a suitable donor, another trip for a
thorough physical examination, and the third trip
for the donation in September 2011. She spent a
hundred hours traveling, and more than US$7,000
of her own money on plane tickets.

Making a difference
The chance of two unrelated persons having
matching HLA is so minuscule—from one in
tens of thousands to one in one hundred thousand—that volunteers are determined to do
everything possible to take an identified match
all the way through to a successful transplant.
Liu Jia-xun (劉佳勳) got to know a great number of people during his career as a police officer.
Now retired, he is a volunteer for the Tzu Chi
Stem Cell Center. His wealth of acquaintances
has come in handy, helping him track down
many potential donors who have been matched
with patients, but who have moved from their
address on record at the center.
He does whatever he can to find such donors.
If his subject is the only match in the registry, he
becomes especially determined to track that person down. “As long as he or she is living, I’ll do
my utmost to find that person, here or abroad,”
Liu said resolutely.
Liu and other volunteers once went to a
donor’s home in Pingdong, southern Taiwan.
The donor’s father, who was himself waiting for
a suitable kidney donor, steadfastly refused to

let the volunteers in. He shouted through the
shut door, “You want my son to save another
person, but who’s going to save me?” Liu
stepped forward and replied, “Think about it.
Suppose a suitable kidney donor is finally identified for you, but he doesn’t want to donate….”
That bit of reasoning did the trick, and the father
agreed to let his son donate his stem cells.
Liu had spoken in a language that the father
understood and could identify with. Liu had
done his homework, and he knew that the father
was on dialysis while waiting for a kidney donor.
Since his retirement, Liu has been active in
spreading the word on stem cell donation at
many colleges, police stations, firehouses, and
even an Air Force base in his area. He strongly
believes that it is something worth promoting.
Like Liu, Song Xiu-rui (宋秀瑞) actively volunteers for the Stem Cell Center. She has also
had her share of difficulties with the families of
some donors.
A man donates his stem cells through the process of apheresis. Tzu Chi volunteers accompany
each donor every step of the way.
yang guo-bin

most disheartening situation after hope has been
raised by the HLA match.
As if all the above were not difficult enough,
the ultimate and most daunting of all obstacles
is often the objections of the donor’s family.
Their objections stem not from a lack of love or
concern for the patient, but from fear that the
donation might harm their loved one—fear that
is based not on scientific facts but on social
misconceptions.
“If you dare to donate, then don’t bother talking to me about marrying my daughter,” a father
threatened his presumptive future son-in-law. In
another instance, a mother told her daughter, “If
you donate, I will disown you and sever all ties
with you as mother and daughter.” The mother
had mistaken a bone marrow donation for a spinal tap—a risky procedure in her mind. No wonder she would stop at nothing to keep her
daughter from donating—to protect her, she
thought. The stigma against marrow donation,
however unfounded, has deep roots.
A young man confided that he had wavered
in his resolve to donate in the face of the vehement objections of his family and friends. He had
questioned whether or not it would be worth the

In May 1994, Ye Mei-jing, here in her prosecutor’s robe,
became the first person in Taiwan to donate stem cells
to an unrelated recipient.
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On October 1, 2010, in Minneapolis, Minnesota,
Director Yang Guo-liang, on behalf of the Tzu Chi
Stem Cell Center, received an accreditation certification from Dr. Nicoletta Sacchi of the Accreditation Steering Committee of the World Marrow
Donor Association.

Once she went to visit a donor, and she even
managed to get inside his home. But the family
ignored her, leaving her alone in a corner of the
house. She waited patiently until the TV commercials came on before she talked to them,
explaining that a stem cell donation can save a
life without harming the donor. Despite the
chilly response of the family, she worked diligently and patiently for the cause.
In over a decade, Song has accompanied more
than 300 stem cell recipients. She has been in and
out of hospitals an untold number of times, even
on Chinese New Year, the most important family
holiday in Chinese society. She clearly knows the
suffering of her patients and their families. This
knowledge has helped her remain committed to
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helping them. Thinking of them, she tells herself,
“I mustn’t give up, no matter what setbacks I may
be experiencing.”
Cases of refusal to donate happen not just in
Taiwan but all over the world. From the standpoint of helping blood cancer patients, it would
be fundamentally sounder to expand the size of
the donor registry by raising the willingness of
more people to donate. The more potential
donors there are in the pool, the more chance a
patient can find a match, and the higher the odds
of an actual donation and transplant. That is
why Tzu Chi volunteers have conducted stem
cell drives throughout Taiwan over the last 20
years. Now they do about 120 drives a year.
Sources of HSCs
For a stem cell transplant donation, about
five percent of a donor’s hematopoietic stem
cells (HSCs) are taken. These types of stem cells
were traditionally collected from the marrow in
a large bone in the donor, such as the pelvis. A
large needle was inserted into the bone and the

HSCs were withdrawn. The donor was under
general anesthesia during the harvest, and the
donor’s body would automatically replenish the
lost cells in about ten days’ time.
Donors were willing to undergo all this in
order to save lives. Mr. Zhang, of Zhanghua,
central Taiwan, donated his bone marrow years
ago. He touched his hip where two needles had
been inserted to withdraw marrow, and he said,
“I don’t understand why on earth people, after
being HLA matched, could get cold feet or just
flat change their minds.”
Zhang commented that it is much easier to
donate stem cells today than when he did it. For
example, HSCs can also be obtained from umbilical cord blood when a mother donates her
infant’s umbilical cord and placenta. This blood
typically has a higher concentration of HSCs
than adult blood. However, the small amount of
blood obtained from this source makes it better
suited for a transplant into a small child than
into an adult.
These days, most HSCs are harvested from
peripheral blood, a procedure that is much simpler, very similar to donating blood. Before the
actual procedure, called apheresis, the donor
receives daily injections of granulocyte-colony
stimulating factor, which mobilizes stem cells
from the donor’s bone marrow into the peripheral circulation. Then, during apheresis, the
donor’s blood is taken out through a needle in
one arm and passed through a machine that
extracts the stem cells. The rest of the blood is
returned to the donor.
The report card
During its first two decades of effort, the Tzu
Chi Stem Cell Center has signed up 375,000
donors for HLA typing and completed nearly
3,300 stem cell donations. One third of those
donations have been to people in Taiwan, one
third to China, and one third to patients in the
rest of the world. All told, blood cancer patients
in 28 nations have benefited.
An average of 440 requests for HLA matching
come into the center each month, of which 400
originate outside Taiwan. In 2012, 354 Taiwanese
donated their stem cells, almost one a day—not
bad for an island of 23 million people.
Many donors alter their daily routines in
preparation for the donation. Some enrich their
diet to put on weight, some suspend their weightloss diet, and still others force themselves to exercise to get healthier. While individual adjust-

ments may vary, they all try to get in shape so
that the stem cells they donate are in tip-top
shape. They want to give their very best.
Wen Wen-ling helped change the law to allow
stem cell donations between unrelated parties in
Taiwan, but she herself never directly benefited
from the Tzu Chi registry. She did find a suitable
donor from the Hong Kong Bone Marrow Donor
Registry, and her transplant was performed in
the United States. However, she died from pneumonia in February 1994.
To commemorate her courage and influence,
the University of Iowa had its flag flown at halfmast. A headline in a local paper read, “Woman
changes law of her land.” Wen’s younger sister,
Wen Wen-hua (溫文華), who had accompanied
Wen in her search for a marrow donor, said,
“Though my sister is gone, we have no regrets.”
Dr. Chen Yao-chang, who worked with Wen
Wen-ling in her efforts, said, “I feel that we really
did the right thing [to help bring the Tzu Chi
Bone Marrow Registry into existence].”
Dr. Wang Cheng-jun, the attending physician for Wei Zhi-xiang, the first recipient of
stem cells from an unrelated donor in Taiwan,
is now a private practitioner in northern
Taiwan. He continues to be involved with stem
cell donations. He administers daily injections
of granulocyte-colony stimulating factor for
donors of peripheral blood stem cells to get
them ready for donations, and he follows up on
their conditions afterwards.
College student Ye Mei-jing, the first unrelated donor in Taiwan, gave her stem cells without
her mother’s knowledge in May 1994. When the
mother later found out, she became concerned
about Mei-jing’s health and capacity to be a wife
and a mother. Now, almost 20 years later, Meijing is a healthy wife and mother, and she works
as a prosecutor. She has thoroughly proved her
mother wrong in her well-meaning but misguided concerns.
Wei Zhi-xiang, the recipient of her stem cells,
did not survive because, having been weakened
by prior chemotherapy, he was not in the best
condition when he received the cells. Mei-jing
had this to say: “I can’t decide the outcome of
many things in life, but what matters more is
the process—something that I did make an
effort to contribute to.” She wants to tell everyone, “Never pass up the opportunity to save a
life.”
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Cells of Life
Blood Ties Between
Taiwan and China
By Li Wei-huang

Translated by Tang Yau-yang
Photos by Huang Xiao-zhe

The first bone marrow donation from Taiwan to
China was made through the Tzu Chi Bone
Marrow Registry in 1997. A decade later, the
first reciprocal transplant from a donor in
China to a patient in Taiwan was facilitated by
the China Marrow Donor Program. Although
relatively new, the China Marrow Donor
Program is now the largest marrow registry in
the Chinese-speaking world. A similar ethnicity
between the citizens of China and Taiwan gives
patients on either side better chances of finding
compatible donors.

A mother looks in at her child from outside a sterile room at Southern Hospital in Guangzhou,
China. The child is recuperating after receiving
stem cells from an anonymous donor in Taiwan.
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n April 1997, against the advice of her family,
Yang Xiu-xia (楊秀霞), 54, donated her bone
marrow to Liu Jinquan (劉金權), 17, of Anhui
Province, China. It was the first such donation ever from a Taiwanese resident to a person in
China. In the 16 years since that pioneering gift,
almost 1,400 Taiwanese have donated their stem
cells to recipients in China. That works out to
about 90 cases each year. Not surprisingly, the
close ethnic ties between peoples of the two sides
increase the chance of a genetic match between
potential donors and recipients.

Early on that historic April day in 1997, Chen
Nai-yu (陳乃裕), executive director of the volunteer team of the Tzu Chi marrow registry, flew
from Taipei to the Tzu Chi hospital in Hualien,
where he waited for doctors to harvest marrow
from Yang Xiu-xia.
In a transplant, it is essential that the time lag
between harvesting the cells and transplanting
them be kept to a minimum so that they may
retain their vitality. Therefore, soon after the harvest was completed, the marrow fluid was
whisked away in a special container toward its

At 11 o’clock at night, bone marrow from Taiwan finally reached Southern Hospital in Guangzhou.
Hospital employees in the pediatric department immediately verified the serial number, checked the
stem cell count, and prepared for the transplant.

final destination. Chen escorted the container
from Hualien to Taipei, Hong Kong, and eventually Beijing. By the time he reached Beijing, it
was already past eight o’clock in the evening. He
was mindful not to waste any precious time,
because the 24 hours between donation and
transplant is the maximum window in which
the cells are still viable. Even so, some things
were out of his control.
As Chen went through Chinese customs, the
agent, having never before seen such a rare
object, examined the marrow container every
which way for 40 minutes before letting him
pass. “Those were 40 long, torturous minutes,”
Chen recalled. His anxiety at racing against a
deadline that could not be postponed mounted
with each passing moment. Of
course, he was not the only one
who felt so restless. The hospital staff and especially the
patient waiting to receive the
marrow were equally anxious.
The marrow express
For the ensuing five years,
deliveries of bone marrow from
Taiwan to China were performed by Tzu Chi volunteers at
their own expense. It was not
until communications and travel
between China and Taiwan
became easier and the red tape
was simplified that the responsibility for marrow pickup and
delivery was handed over to the
hospitals in China where the
implantations would take place.
Though the people escorting the precious packages of
marrow have changed, the
need for timely and safe delivery has not. The race against
the clock continues with each
delivery, even today. The people transporting the life-saving
packages have more than physical distance to overcome. They
also sometimes have to endure
and overcome uncontrollable
circumstances during the trip,
such as flight delays caused by
bad weather.
Whatever obstacles may lie
in wait, they must deliver the
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goods safely and promptly. People’s lives are in
the balance.
Media coverage
Tzu Chi has helped provide disaster relief and
alleviate poverty for people in China for 22 years.
The foundation has been providing stem cell
donations for the last 15 of those years. Thanks to
positive press coverage, many Chinese citizens
are well aware of these donations from Taiwan.
The assistance has left deep and lasting impressions in the minds of many Chinese people.
One example was a donation that took place
in June 2001. The recipient was a blood cancer
patient, Chen Xia (陳霞), of Jiangsu Province.
The donor was a young man in Taiwan. At the
time, the China Marrow Donation Program
(CMDP) had only 30,000 donors in its registry,
so the chance for a match there was extremely
low.
On that day, the entire delivery process was
broadcast on live TV to people in China. That
broadcast, and other similar sorts of press coverage, has helped spread the concept of stem cell
donation to many people in that nation. Even
Chinese textbooks contain information about
stem cell donations through Tzu Chi. In fact, that
is why Wei Liwen (魏麗雯), from China, gave
her blood for HLA typing to the Tzu Chi Stem
Cell Center while studying in Taiwan as an
exchange student. She said that she had read
about Taiwanese people donating their bone
marrow to people in China in one of her junior
high school textbooks.
Chinese citizens like Wei have become more
supportive of stem cell donations in recent years
for a couple of reasons. First, knowledge of blood
diseases has become more widespread. Second,
they have been inspired by loving marrow
donors in Taiwan. Over the past decade, multitudes of donors have been added to the CMDP
registry, which now boasts 1.67 million
registrants.
Ten years after the Tzu Chi registry arranged
the first donation from Taiwan to China, the
CMDP returned the favor. In 2007, the CMPD
arranged for Hang Bin (杭彬), a 39-year-old
woman from Suzhou, Jiangsu Province, to donate
to a 16-year-old girl in Taiwan. The two met for
the first time in 2010. The Taiwanese girl buried
her head in Hang’s shoulder and held the embrace
for a long time.
In China as in Taiwan, stem cell registries are
more important today than in the past. The oneWinter 2013
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When a child develops blood cancer, the illness
instantly becomes a problem for the entire family. Even middle-class families cannot emerge
from the illness financially unscathed. And it is
not just the cost of the transplant itself. There
are many other financial impacts for the family
of a sick child. For example, an illness like this
might require that one parent quit work to care
for the sick child, and the family might even
need to move close to a distant hospital with
the expertise and equipment for treatment or a
transplant. Thus, they probably would have to
incur the additional cost of renting a place to
live out of town. It is not uncommon for such a
family to deplete their savings and be plunged
into poverty and even deep debts. Sometimes
the child dies anyway, leaving the family in
emotional ruins too.

Last year, a 2-year-old girl afflicted with leukemia began receiving treatment at a children’s
hospital in Suzhou. Though her parents’ colleagues had donated money to help the little girl
undergo treatment, the money was not enough.
The helpless parents could only ask for assistance from the local Tzu Chi office, which was
not far from the hospital. Tzu Chi volunteer Li
Xin-yu (李芯瑜) said that they are seeing more
cases like this one and that they do their best to
offer care and financial support to such families.
Love of strangers
Aside from the cost, another hurdle that a
stem cell seeker in China must overcome before
having a transplant is the high rate at which
potential donors refuse to donate after a match
has been found.

Chen Nai-yu (left), executive director of the volunteer team of the Tzu Chi Stem Cell Center, shakes
hands with a doctor at the Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hospital in Guangzhou. In May 2013, Tzu Chi personnel visited the hospitals in China that had performed transplants of stem cells from the Tzu Chi center.
One of the goals of these visits was to follow up on the recipients.

huang shihao

In October 2010, the Red Cross Society of China sponsored a gathering of stem cell donors and recipients from China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan. Zhang Ying’s adoptive mother hugged Lin Bi-yu (林碧玉)
(first from left and also right on the big screen). Lin donated stem cells to Zhang Ying (fourth from left
and also left on the big screen). Lin is from Taiwan, and Zhang is from Zhejiang, China.

child policy in China has lowered the likelihood
of a match from siblings, whereas a declining
birthrate is leading Taiwan toward the same predicament. It is therefore becoming more important for the benefit of patients that the two registries work together to improve the likelihood of
matching up those who need stem cells with
those willing to donate.
Heavy expenses
Thanks to the national health insurance program, patients in Taiwan can receive stem cell
transplants fairly inexpensively. The same, however, cannot be said of patients in China.
According to a recent report from the Red Cross
Society of China, it takes at least two to three
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years for a leukemia patient to go through a
cycle of treatment, at a cost of between 100,000
and 300,000 renminbi (US$16,300 and $48,900).
If a stem cell transplant is required, then the figure goes up to between 300,000 and a million
renminbi ($48,900 and $163,000).
The Red Cross report further pointed out
that of every 100 child leukemia patients that
need stem cell transplants, only 30 actually
receive the treatment. The other 70 fail to get the
transplant for a variety of reasons. Sixty-three
percent of those do not get treatment because of
the high costs.
Stories and reports abound in the press and
on the Internet about Chinese patients and their
families raising funds for such transplants.
Winter 2013
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A medical care provider works outside sterile rooms, the scarcity of
which has forced many blood cancer patients to continue their wait
for transplants—even after compatible donors have been identified.
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Abin uses social media to share his experiences.
He received a post from a female stem cell recipient about a greeting card that she had received
from her own donor in Taiwan. The card went,
“When I learned that you were a mother, I was
really glad that I made the decision [to donate].
My mother passed away just recently, so I know
how important a mother is to a family. Knowing
that you’re healthy makes me happier than anything else. Keep in good health—it is the best way
you can repay me.”

Abin (left) cherishes time with his family, a new perspective gained only after his blood disease made
him reprioritize his life. He used to work at the expense of family time, but no more.

According to Hong Junling (洪俊嶺), director
of the CMDP, China’s stem cell donor registry is
now the fourth largest in the world, after those
in the United States, Germany, and Brazil. In
2012 it received about 6,000 requests for HLA
matching, through which more than 1,300 suitable donors were found. However, only 652
transplants actually took place. In other words,
about half of the registrants identified as matches did not donate for various reasons.
Patients’ circumstances might change and
make transplants impractical, but more commonly potential donors either change their minds or
yield to family objections. “Every time I hear that
someone has refused to donate, I’m too sad to
eat,” said Hong. He readily acknowledged that
the refusal rate was very high. He wanted to emu34
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late Tzu Chi’s approach: to more clearly and thoroughly explain what is involved in the process in
hopes that fewer people will change their minds
once they are identified as matches.
A seven-year-old girl from northeastern
China had waited for a match from the CMDP
for a long time without luck. One day her desperate parents and family heard heart-rending
cries from the patient room next door, where a
boy, also seven, had just succumbed to blood
cancer. The girl’s father cried for a day in the
bathroom. “I couldn’t bring myself to face my
child—I was so afraid of losing her,” he said.
Later a match was found in the Tzu Chi registry. Many relatives and friends congratulated
the girl and her family, but the father was still
on pins and needles. He couldn’t help worry-

ing that the donor might get cold feet and back
out.
The father’s fear of disappointment remained
until the transplant was finally about to take
place. In tears, he wanted to shout to the world
that his little girl finally had a chance to live. He
was so thankful to the Taiwanese who was
donating to his daughter.
After the transplant, the girl stayed in a sterile
room for 80 days before she walked out on her
own power. As she left the room behind, she
threw herself into her father’s waiting arms.
“When my healthy daughter stood in front of me,
I felt life was so beautiful,” he said. Now that he
had his girl back, it didn’t matter to him that he
was deep in debt because of her ailment.
Zhang Ying (章瑩), who had been raised by
her adoptive parents in southern China, began
suffering from blood cancer as an adult. It took
her a lot of effort to finally locate her blood relatives after her diagnosis. She even found a compatible donor in her own older blood sister. Just
as she was elated with a renewed hope of life,
her sister refused to donate her stem cells.
Zhang’s heart was broken.

Fortunately, she found a match in the Tzu
Chi registry. A girl in Taiwan donated her marrow, and Zhang’s health bounced back after
the transplant. She writes a letter to her donor,
her savior, at every Chinese New Year and
Mid-Autumn Festival. The two finally met in
Suzhou in a gathering of donors and recipients
from China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan in
October 2010, ten years after the transplant.
Hugs and tears abounded on this heart-warming occasion.
Earlier, more than 30 recipients and donors in
China, including Zhang and Hang Bin, had
expressed their appreciation for what Taiwanese
people had done to help Chinese blood cancer
patients by donating money to help victims of
Typhoon Morakot, which severely damaged
southern Taiwan in 2009.
More challenges
The CMDP, though already the fourth largest
registry in the world, has a lot of room to grow
yet. More than 300 out of every 10,000 people in
the United States have joined that country’s marrow donor registry; that number is 144 in Taiwan,
but only 13 in China. The growth potential for
the CMDP is tremendous.
This also means that many patients are not
getting transplants that they desperately need.
The CMDP, now with 1.67 million registrants,
is growing at a rate of 160,000 new registrants
each year, and it is on track to break the two million mark by 2015. However, that respectable
number is overwhelmingly dwarfed by the four
million blood cancer patients in China, with
40,000 new patients each year. The only way to
improve the odds of a match for blood cancer
patients in China is to significantly increase the
size of the CMDP registry.
That size, however, is actually being hindered
by another kind of size: the geographic vastness
of China.
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According to a blood oncologist at Guang
dong General Hospital, the size of the country
has made it necessary to have 31 regional marrow
registries, whose data is consolidated by the
CMDP into a single national registry. Close to half
of the current registrants gave their blood specimens when they were students. Once they graduated, they moved away in all directions, making
it exceedingly hard now to locate them when they
are identified as HLA matches. As a result, blood
cancer patients in China face the prospect of not
being able to find stem cell donors.
Prior to heading the CMDP, Hong worked for
the Red Cross Society of China. He pointed out
that in the old days many people sold their blood.
That practice made the general public reluctant to
support marrow donations, out of fear that their
marrow might also be sold for money. “Winning
societal support remains the most daunting challenge in advancing the work of voluntary, uncompensated stem cell donations,” Hong said.
Yet one more hurdle is the lack of sterile
rooms: Even if patients are fortunate enough to
find compatible donors, they will be at the end
of a long waiting line for sterile rooms, without
which a transplant cannot proceed. Immediately
before and for some time after a stem cell transplant, the patient has no immunity against illness or infection, and therefore he or she must
stay in a sterile room until the implanted stem
cells rebuild the immune system.
Pediatrician Li Chunfu (李春福) at Southern
Hospital in Guangzhou pointed out that his hospital had been building sterile rooms, but they
had never been able to build enough of them to
satisfy the large patient demand. More donations facilitated by the Tzu Chi Stem Cell Center
have gone to this hospital than to any other facility in China.
Li, a preeminent expert in treating thalassemia (a form of anemia), has achieved a 90 percent success rate for stem cell transplants. He
said that his department performed more than a
hundred transplants in 2012, with Taiwanese
donors involved in most of those cases.
However, many more patients are still waiting.
“More than 300 children with thalassemia have
already been matched with donors, but they’re
waiting for sterile rooms,” Li explained. “It’s
estimated that it’ll take two years for all these
patients to receive transplants.”
The Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hospital of Sun
Yat-sen University, also in Guangzhou, is facing
the same quandary. To accommodate patient
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A concerned family member (right) and a Tzu Chi
volunteer keep watch deep into the night outside
a sterile room at Southern Hospital in Guangzhou.
Inside the room, a child patient receives stem
cells donated in Taiwan.

demand, the hospital is trying to build more
sterile rooms. Presently, the hall outside the
existing sterile rooms is extremely narrow, not
the most accommodating to visitors, but they
cannot and do not complain. They know it is
more important to use the space for sterile
rooms than for visitors’ lounges.
Fang Jianpei (方建培), chief of the pediatric
department at Sun Yat-sen Hospital, remarked
that they had completed 18 stem cell transplants
that were facilitated by the Tzu Chi Stem Cell
Center. The center, Fang said, was strictly managed and highly efficient, and it was therefore able
to provide stem cells of particularly good quality.
Sixteen of the 18 recipients have recovered.
In 2011, Abin, of Guangzhou, received a stem
cell transplant at a hospital in Beijing. The transplant took place on his 33rd birthday, a date, he
said, on which he was reborn. He heard that his
donor was a Taiwanese woman who weighed less
than 45 kilograms (99 pounds). Abin is especially
grateful to her because she probably had to donate
proportionally more than usual to support his
80-kilogram (176-pound) frame.
Abin returned home after the transplant, and
he now often reads with his youngest daughter,
something that he rarely did before he fell ill. He
was too busy making money to do that.
He recalled how he had despaired after he
was diagnosed with acute leukemia and began
receiving endless rounds of chemotherapy. It was
not until he found a stem cell donor in Taiwan
that his faith in life was reignited.
Now he often cheers up other patients by
way of social media on the Internet. One day a
woman posted a message to Abin to say that
her husband had passed away while waiting
for a suitable donor. Abin could not find anything consoling to say to the woman. He knew
how terrible she must be feeling, having himself been through the trials of the illness. He
knows that only by mobilizing more of his fellow Chinese to join the stem cell registry of the
China Marrow Donation Program will more
blood cancer patients become fortunate recipients like himself.
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The

Two Faces
of

NITRATE
By Pan Mei-ling

Translated by Tang Yau-yang
Photos by Chen Hong-dai
Used with permission of Rhythms Monthly Magazine

Vegetables have long been the most trusted
health food on the market. They supply fiber,
minerals, vitamins, and other nutrients in
abundance.
Widely used in agriculture as a fertilizer,
nitrate is a chemical compound that provides vegetables with essential nutrition.
However, the excess use of nitrate in vegetable cultivation, while making the produce
appealing on the outside, has made them
much less nutritious or tasty on the inside.
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G

ive plants the right combination of soil,
sunlight, water and air, and nature will
make the plants healthy and vibrant. In
the case of vegetables, those resources will result
in tasty produce for consumers. Farmers have
long relied on this simple formula for wholesome harvests. However, at the end of the 19th
century—a recent time in the long history of
agriculture—some man-made changes began to
confound this long-held wisdom and transform
the landscape of modern agriculture.
In the late 19th century, German chemists
Justus von Liebig and Fritz Haber introduced the
idea of applying chemicals in agriculture. Von
Liebig was deemed the father of the fertilizer
industry for his discovery of nitrogen as an essential plant nutrient. Haber won the Nobel Prize in
Chemistry in 1918 for his development for synthesizing ammonia, which in fertilizer makes
nitrogen nutritionally available to plants.
Chemical agriculture was inaugurated soon
afterwards and, especially after World War II,
fundamentally revolutionized how farmers cultivate their crops. Certain compounds annihilate
plant pests on one hand and stimulate vegetable
growth on the other. Mainstream farmers have
relied on chemicals such as nitrates ever since. In
fact, the Haber method of fertilizer production is
responsible for producing food for a third to half
the world population today.
All seems well, so what is the problem? As is
usually the case, too much of a good thing turns
out to be not so good. The downsides are chemical residues in food, diminished soil productivity,
and soil pollution. Another problem is eutrophication, the depletion of oxygen in bodies of water.
This happens when nutrients, primarily nitrogen
and phosphorus from fertilizers or sewage, drain
into rivers, lakes and seas, where they cause
blooms of algae and harm other organisms.
In Taiwan, the hot, humid weather often
makes the use of pesticides a necessary evil.
Statistics from the Council of Agriculture show
that the Taiwanese agricultural industry used
36,529 metric tons (80 million pounds) of pesticides in 2005. That works out to 1,600 grams (3.5
pounds) for each resident. Where do all these
pesticides go after being applied to plants?
“Lacing food on a dining table with poison is
unquestionably a punishable criminal act,” said
Chen Hui-wen (陳惠雯), a farm owner who cultivates her land without resorting to chemicals.
“However, what is essentially the same act—
adding pesticides to agricultural plants—is hap40
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pening far more often and is not being punished. Why?”
Chen’s accusations are direct and strong, and
they offer us much to ponder.
Superficiality
In November 2012, the Taipei City Government
Department of Health sampled the nitrate content of vegetables in various parts of Taiwan and
published the findings in the first official report
ever on nitrate levels in vegetables. The study
showed a severe excess of nitrate in the vegetable
supply, especially in leafy vegetables such as cab-

Two farmers harvest baby bok choy in Xiluo, Yunlin County, southern Taiwan. If fertilized judiciously
and given enough time to grow, vegetables are more nutritious and tasty.

bage, water spinach, spinach, Napa cabbage, and
baby bok choy. The levels registered far more
than 5,000 parts of nitrate per million.
As a reference, the limits set by the European
Union are between 2,000 and 5,000 ppm. In the
EU, each hectare of farmland is permitted to use
up to 170 kilograms of nitrogen in fertilizers, a
limit exceeded in Taiwan three times over.
Nitrogen-rich fertilizers are the main cause of
high concentrations of nitrates in vegetables.

Mainstream farmers in Taiwan cultivate their
vegetables using large amounts of such fertilizers to raise their yield, so it is no wonder their
produce abounds in nitrates.
The Department of Health recommended as
countermeasures that consumers either soak
their vegetables in warm water for 20 minutes or
boil them. Tests have shown that boiling vegetables for three minutes effectively removes 80 percent of the nitrate. Unfortunately, these recomWinter 2013
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mended methods also remove water-soluble
vitamins and render the vegetables mushy.
Chinese people generally favor their vegetables
vibrant and crispy, which only quick stir-frying
can deliver. No wonder Huang Jia-lin (黃嘉琳),
secretary general of the Homemakers United
Foundation, a consumer advocacy group in
Taipei, sneered, “Who in Taiwan cooks their vegetables this way?”
In a sense, high-nitrogen fertilizers are like
illicit drugs in that they give users quick, huge
boosts of energy. But the effect wears off as the
law of diminishing returns kicks in. Li Guangren (李光仁), a young organic farmer in Miaoli,
northern Taiwan, offered this view: “Farmers
these days are afraid that the bare land is not
good enough, so they use more and more chemical fertilizers. This results in harmful vegetables.
Another downside of this careless use of fertilizers and insecticides is that eventually the soil
can’t bear it anymore and dies of exhaustion.”
Nitrate: good or bad?
Nitrate by itself does not hurt people’s health.
In fact, our bodies even produce nitrate, which is
converted into nitric oxide, an important chemical in the human immune system. But when it
enters the digestive tract, it is broken down into
harmful nitrous acids. These acids combine with
amines, which can be found in a variety of foods,
to form dreadful carcinogens.
So is nitrate good or bad? It is good if used
within the safety margin. The EU first stipulated
in 2001 that the upper limits of nitrate concentration in vegetables be between 2,000 and 4,500
ppm, depending on the variety of vegetable and
the harvest season. China has its own limits on
roots, leafy vegetables, and other kinds of produce. In Japan, producers regulate themselves.
Taiwan, on the other hand, has none of these
safeguards. The Taiwanese Ministry of Health
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and Welfare has not set limits on nitrate concentration in vegetables, although it has set a limit
of 70 ppm for processed meat products such as
sausage. In the absence of a legal cap, leafy vegetables are regularly sold to consumers with
nitrate concentrations in excess of 5,000 ppm.
“Consumers must recognize that nitrate content in their food is a topic that deserves their
attention,” said Dr. Lin Bi-xia (林碧霞), a founding member of the Homemakers United
Foundation and an advocate for food safety.
“Only when they pay attention and make their
demands known will producers pay heed and
rein in their behavior.”
Lin has been a crusader against the excessive
use of nitrates for more than 20 years. It appears
that she is fighting an uphill battle. Agriculture
officials have also long advocated reasonable,
not excessive, use of fertilizers. They started
offering workshops on the topic in 1997, and
they give as many as 200 workshops a year.
There have been some converts, especially
among younger farmers, but the effect has been
less than ideal. Often their advice, however convincing, is ignored when farmers hear fertilizer
ads or other farmers promising that the simple
use of chemicals will give them higher production volumes as well as produce that is impeccable in appearance.
Farmers, however, defend their ways of
doing things too. An old farmer summed it up
quite succinctly: “It’s all because you city folks
demand flawless leaves that we keep adding
chemicals to our crops.” In a market economy,
consumers generally get what they want, good
or bad.
Is organic better?
Those who are disheartened by the current
situation may seek to get their vegetables from
organic sources. But is buying organic any guarantee of getting less nitrate?
We bought two bunches of vegetables, one
organic and the other grown in the regular way.
Then we took them to a company in Taipei that
sold test strips for chemicals. We took 20 grams
(0.7 ounce) of vegetable from each bunch, put

xu an-long

Healthy soil (left) in the company of decayed
grass and leaves that helped its formation.
Farmers (right top) pour chemical fertilizer into
pipes for pinpoint delivery to vegetables.
Compost (right bottom) takes time to mature, but
it is better for the soil than chemical fertilizers.

High-altitude fields in Lishan, central Taiwan, produce crisp, tasty cabbage that is a favorite in the
marketplace, but the question of whether or not
the goods are overdosed with chemicals lingers
among its consumers.

each separately in a blender, and then added one
liter (about one quart) of water to dilute the
pulp. Then we tested both samples for nitrate
using the test strips.
We were surprised by the results. Contrary to
our expectations, the organic sample showed a
high concentration of nitrate. Here is a probable
explanation. Organic farmers used only organic
fertilizers. That being the case, they might have
used them liberally, thinking that organic fertilizers were harmless. But they did not know that
their fertilizers contain mostly organic nitrogen,
thus leading to the high level of nitrate in the
test result.
As with many things in life, even the wonder
stuff of nitrogen and nitrate can be too much of a
good thing, and that goes for organic food too.
The wisdom of moderation
Everything in moderation. This advice apparently applies to the use of nitrate, too. Nitrate is
good if used in reasonable quantities, but it
becomes bad when used in excess. “Used properly, nitrate can produce very good, delicious vegetables,” noted farmer Peng Kang-wei (彭康偉).
Another essential ingredient for good vegetables,
according to him, is sufficient time for photosynthesis. He asked me to close my eyes and imagine
vegetable leaves as solar panels soaking up sunlight. Give vegetables enough time to absorb sunlight and transform fertilizers into nutrients and
they grow into healthy plants. When cooked, they
taste very good, unlike the mushy, salty taste of
over-fertilized vegetables.
Excessive use of fertilizers may help plants
to grow more quickly, but the vegetables
become weak internally. Chen Bi-lang (陳碧郎),
another farmer who grows low-nitrate vegetables, said that vegetables that are high in nitrate
content decay more quickly. He said repeatedly
that healthy vegetables should taste good and
last longer.
It appears that only consumers can ultimately
tell farmers not to use excessive nitrates or any
other chemicals on their crops. Consumers need
to ditch the harmful habit of favoring vegetables
that are impeccable in outer appearance—which,
they need to realize, is but skin deep.
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Local and Seasonal

CommunitySupported
Agriculture
By Pan Mei-ling

Translated by Tang Yau-yang
Used with permission of Rhythms Monthly Magazine

Planting methods reflect the underlying
philosophies of farmers. Some farms are
big and remote while others are small and
local, and some employ chemicals whereas
others use mostly natural substances to
help their crops along. But whatever their
approach, they all rely on consumer support for survival.

I

f you want to be healthy, a diet rich in vegetables is a solid and convenient choice. There
are many outlets where they can be purchased. On the one hand, there are large grocery
stores featuring mostly mass-produced vegetables from large farms that employ chemicals to
aid the growth of their crops. Let us call this class
of food “mainstream produce.” On the other
hand, there are small neighborhood shops that
mainly sell crops from small farms nearby. We
will call this “specialty produce.”
Mainstream produce is much better known,
simply by virtue of its wider acceptance; specialty produce is less understood among the
public. Therefore, it may be useful for the reader
to hear some perspectives from proponents of
specialty produce.
Wang Fu-yu (王福裕), left, and Lin Jiong-cheng
(林炯丞) show off a good variety of organic
vegetables.
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Local characteristics
Chen Hui-wen (陳惠雯) plucked snow peas
in dry pods hanging from a trellis at her vegetable farm in Tamsui, northern Taiwan. Then she
moved on to another section of the farm, where
she pulled carrots out of the loose soil. The
bunches of small carrots, despite the dirt on
them, looked very nice.
While I was enjoying this picturesque rural
scene, Chen surprised me by saying that the best
crops her farm produces are usually not destined
for the kitchen. Instead, she saves them for planting in the next season.
Each year Chen picks out the most viable
plants for seeds. Those choice plants somehow
distinguish themselves from the rest of the
crops—they may be the most pungent, the most
productive, or the hardiest. Her choices help
ensure that she maintains a good variety of vegetables in her garden, and that variety, by extension, helps to satisfy the palate.
“If our vegetable gardens are dominated
only by mainstream crops, then we may as well
kiss flavor diversity goodbye,” Chen claimed.
“When we offer a wide range of choices and
encourage the consumption of seasonal crops,
we prevent the boredom that would result if we
were limited to the narrow choices of mainstream vegetables.”
There are 100,000 types of plants that
humans have identified as edible. Out of those,
about a thousand have been picked out for agricultural cultivation, with each type featuring
scores or even hundreds of varieties. Therefore,
it is unimaginable that our vegetable choices
should be limited to the dismally few that
mainstream farmers have chosen to make available to the masses.
Chen grows about 130 kinds of vegetables on
her farm, according to the season and the rhythm
of nature. She primarily uses an approach called
“Shumei Natural Agriculture.” It is a way of
farming based on a deep regard for nature and
respect for all living organisms. Animals and
insects are recognized as having a role in relationship to crops. According to this method,
nature has everything it needs in the soil. No fertilizers, nitrogen, manure, or insect and disease
controls are used. Chen uses only grass and
leaves for compost.
Going south, we visited Li Guang-ren (李光仁)
at Huixiang Organic Farm in Miaoli, northern
Taiwan. He has also chosen to keep his farm so
that it fits in harmoniously with Mother Nature.
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He spent three years using the most natural—
and thus slowest—method to make the predominantly clay soil on his farm more hospitable to
agriculture.
He stood in front of the compost area where
mixtures of grass, leaves, and soil containing
proper amounts of nitrogen and carbon formed
one tall mound after another. Given time, about
three to four months, the microorganisms in
each pile will work their wonder and transform the piles into organic matter packed with
nutrients that can tremendously boost the productivity of soil. Li believes that the health of
the soil is the most significant factor in making
organic farming a success.
Li doesn’t rely on methods such as sticky
insect paper or pheromone traps to ensnare or
kill pests. Instead, he plants spring onions, garlic, and lemongrasses along the borders of his
farm. The particularly pungent scents of these
plants disrupt pests’ sense of smell, and hence
their ability to find their target vegetables. This
effectively forms an invisible protective shield
for his plants.
Li thinks that being organic is all about two
things: One is to enrich biodiversity above
ground, and the other is to enrich biodiversity
below ground. He believes that “Only through
maintaining biodiversity can human beings
maintain real health.”

Red Persimmons, a vegetable factory, uses LED lighting to replace sunlight and formulated liquid to
nurture its plants. Soil is not used.
Visiting Huixiang Farm, city dwellers get close to the earth and the plants as they experience a bit of
farm life.

Mimicking nature or opposing nature?
While farmers of the world like Chen Huiwen and Li Guang-ren farm the natural way,
“plant factories” opt for significantly different
agricultural strategies. In fact, the two approaches to raising crops are as different as night and
day. Plant factories grow their crops in humanmanaged environments that try to mimic
Mother Nature. Naturalists like Li Guang-ren
see soil as life-giving, but plant factories treat it
as just another potential medium for farming,
nothing more. If they can grow crops without
soil, they do.
We were greeted by all sorts of vegetables as
we stepped into the office of a vegetable factory
called Red Persimmons in Taoyuan, northern
Taiwan. We saw perilla (related to mint), celery,
romaine lettuce, and Ceylon spinach. The vegetables, however, were not planted in the ground
as one would normally expect. Instead, they
were all in pots, as if they were potted plants.
They were conspicuously spotlighted with
intense LED lights.
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A staffer at Big Wang Vegetable Shop fills orders from consumers. Big Wang buys from small farmers
and sells to consumers, taking the hassle of selling off the hands of farmers.

Students from National Dong Hwa University in Hualien learn how to make compost with leaves in a
working field.

We then entered a sealed, air-conditioned
vegetable cultivation room, devoid of dust.
Vegetables here were grown on raised beds and
fed with a nutrient solution. We could not see
any soil because there was none. We were looking at soilless, or hydroponic, cultivation.
As a white-robed tour guide explained this
cultivation method and described how chicory
grew in hydroponics, a group of visitors were
busy nibbling on vegetable samples. Some of
them disliked their quality and taste. They
thought that these vegetables were less substantial and less tasty, and they questioned if crops
grown this way would be less nutritious than
those grown more traditionally.
“In terms of nutritional value, our vegetables
may be a shade lower,” responded Zhong Tianjing (鍾添景), general manager of the plant factory, “but you can rest assured about the safety
of our products. Besides being low in nitrate and
bacteria counts, they have no pest eggs, and they
contain absolutely no residual agricultural
chemicals or heavy metals.”
Zhong also noted that since most soil is polluted these days, hydroponics is a most reasonable approach to raising crops. It can control
things from the very roots so as to prevent undesirable substances from reaching the crops.

out that, as a local farmer put it: “In our area, we
don’t need more farmers; what we need are produce sellers.” At first he thought that if he joined
their ranks, he would be a welcome addition to
the farmers circle, but now he knew that a better
role for him would be to help farmers sell what
they harvest.
This made me think of what Zhong Tian-jing,
of the Red Persimmons hydroponic farm, once
said: He had devoted himself to the plant factory
partly because of what he had seen in his father’s
experience. He was a farmer who worked hard,
year in and year out, but his diligence was often
repaid with incommensurate and unjust rewards.
His hard work could not guarantee a steady
income for the family because harvests were often
heavily influenced by weather. Other farmers
were in the same predicament. Zhong remembered seeing for-sale signs on tracts all around his
home town, as farmers put their land on the market. He remembered how severely those sights
hurt him. “Back in the old days, selling your land
was terribly shameful.” He knew that they were
forced to sell, and he wanted to break free from
the terrible bond that tied harvests to weather.
Seasonal fluctuations in production and price
often put farmers’ incomes on rollercoaster rides.
“Winter [in Taiwan] is a good time to grow veg-
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So in three places, we found three approaches to growing produce—Shumei Natural
Agriculture, organic farming, and hydroponics.
Chen Hui-wen, Li Guang-ren, and Zhong Tianjing each believe that they are taking a good
approach, and their ways are hardly the only
ones out there. Who is right? A long-time advocate for organic farming, Professor Warren Kuo
(郭華仁) of the Department of Agronomy at
National Taiwan University, said “Whatever
organic farming method you choose, whether
you are a small family farm or a huge industrial
organic farm, the most crucial aspect is your
intention to help keep the environment organic
and healthy, and thus sustainable.”
Locals supporting locals
Next we visited Hualien in eastern Taiwan,
where there are close to 1,100 hectares (2,700
acres) of certified organic farms. The community
of Zhixue in Shoufeng attracts a particularly
large number of small organic farmers. The
absence of factory pollution helps make the area
ideal for organic farmers to experiment with
their ideas.
Wang Fu-yu (王福裕) used to want to take up
organic farming in the area too, and he had even
begun learning how to do it. But he soon found

etables, but high outputs depress the prices,”
said Chen Bi-lang (陳碧郎), a farmer in Taoyuan.
“In summer, on the other hand, typhoons, along
with heat, humidity and hence pests, often cause
vegetable shortages.”
Fluctuations in produce outputs and management of supply channels to consumers are
indeed common problems facing farmers. They
want to find buyers for their produce when it is
still in peak condition, and buyers want to pay
reasonable prices for quality goods.
Prone to rot, vegetables, especially leafy
varieties, must be harvested and sold in very
small windows of time. Most farmers concentrate their efforts on planting alone and are
therefore often exploited by middlemen, who
shamelessly pay little to farmers but charge
consumers exorbitant prices. Middlemen, those
who have the least to do with agriculture, make
the highest profits while farmers, those without
whose effort vegetables cannot be produced,
suffer the most loss.
Wang Fu-yu chose to be a different kind of a
middleman. He founded Big Wang Vegetable
Shop in 2008. The business buys vegetables from
local farmers, takes orders from online buyers,
and ships the orders to them.
Large companies do not buy small lots, like
Winter 2013
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Seedlings await planting. By supporting farmers
who grow good produce, consumers can help
create a cycle of goodness.

three or five kilograms (7 to 11 pounds), from
farmers, but Big Wang does. The shop pools the
harvests of small local farmers into larger lots
and arranges how best to sell them. It has a website where it updates products and availability
and fills orders. It takes much of the uncertainty
of selling the vegetables out of the hands of small
farmers so they can concentrate on what they do
best: farming.
When weather affects farmers’ harvests and
Big Wang cannot fill a customer’s order, a staff
member explains the situation and appeals to the
customer to buy other vegetables instead. “We
can’t be rigid like big companies,” said Wang.
“Most importantly, we’ve established a bond
with both producers and consumers. This bond
is built on mutual understanding and trust.”
Wang believes that consumers are the ones
that most need to change to make a distribution
system like his work well. Consumers can most
seriously damage the system when they are critically fussy about the outward appearance of the
vegetables that they buy, or when they demand
unreasonably low prices. In this regard, Wang
sides with the farmers. He tells his buying clients who seek low prices, “These are the [good]
vegetables that you want, so these are the [fair]
prices that are required.” Big Wang’s first concern is for the farmers.
This approach of handling customers is typically shunned by traditional mainstream businesses. Big Wang can survive in this untraditional niche largely because of the support of their
customers. This bunch of consumers is willing
to support another bunch of idealistic farmers
trying to grow wholesome vegetables for people
who care about their food. This is CSA—
community supported agriculture—at work.
Wang and other participants in this CSA circle
are aware that vegetable cultivation is no small
matter, and they have built a conduit through
which consumers and producers may have more
direct connections.
CSA
One day Wang Fu-yu, nicknamed Big Wang,
drove around Hualien in his small truck, delivering vegetables that people had ordered. At the
Rainbow Field Bakery, one of the pickup spots
for his buyers, we met Zhang Zhi-hong (張志宏).
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Zhang subscribed to Big Wang’s service in hopes
of giving his wife, who was expecting a baby,
nutritious food. He said that since he subscribed,
he has become more mindful of the food they eat
and has come to appreciate the real taste of farmfresh produce.
Another subscriber who was there to pick up
her order told me that she used to shop at organic food stores, but she had noticed that they
offered only limited choices. She had therefore
known little about vegetables outside of what
had been available to her at these stores. That

started to change when she switched to Big
Wang two years ago. She has learned much more
about veggies from the variety that Big Wang
offers each week.
Each plant has its growing season, so it is
natural for vegetables to go out of season. The
expectation of having a particular vegetable
available all year round goes against the way of
nature. The practice can be sustained only by
artificial means, such as heavy doses of manmade fertilizers and pesticides—things that naturalists like Wang avoid. “We offer only what

grows naturally in the field, so our customers
can’t be picky. They eat only seasonal food,”
said Wang.
Hideo Kawana, a Japanese agriculture writer
who advocates natural planting, once said,
“What we eat determines how we live our lives.”
The method with which vegetables are cultivated directly impacts our health, and it even alters
the face of the earth.
Support good farmers and support good
food. You and I can become the force to change
the world.
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First in Zimbabwe
By Tu Xin-yi

Translated by Tang Yau-yang
Photos by Lin Yan-huang

Zimbabwe has set and broken many records in the last 20 years. Inflation in the nation was
once the highest in the world. It was at one time a nation of abundant food, but now it relies on
imports of foreign food aid to feed its people. The country boasts the highest literacy rate in Africa,
yet it also leads the continent in unemployment.
Taiwanese businessman Tino Chu made his fortunes during Zimbabwe’s better days. That was
before the nation’s economy fell into ruins, and before he was robbed four times. Despite these setbacks, he chose to stay in the country and has walked down a path to a very different life.

M

ention Africa to people, and thoughts
of famine, poverty, intense sun, and
parched land will often come to their
minds. But mention the name Zimbabwe, officially the Republic of Zimbabwe, and their
thoughts will more likely turn to inflation,
paper money with the largest denominations in
the world, and the re-election in July 2013 of
President Robert Mugabe to his seventh term.
Mugabe is the longest-serving democratically
elected president in the world. He has held the
office since 1987, after serving as prime minister for seven years. At age 89, he also happens
to be the oldest.
The landlocked country occupies 390,000
square kilometers (150,600 square miles) of land
and has a population of 13 million people.
Compared with Taiwan, Zimbabwe has almost
11 times as much land, but only 57 percent as
many people.
In just 20 years, the nation has managed to set
or break many records. It has changed from a
major food producing country in southern Africa
to one that relies on foreign aid for food; it has run
up an inflation rate of 230 million percent in less
than a decade; and, despite boasting Africa’s highest rate of literacy (91.2 percent), it leads the continent with an 80 percent unemployment rate.
Taiwanese businessman Tino Chu (朱金財)
came to Zimbabwe in 1995. He has witnessed
just about all these incredulous events and crises. The situation in the nation has been overwhelmingly mercurial and sometimes downright hazardous. He could have packed up and
left the country, but he chose to stay.
Fall from grace
Zimbabwe has fertile land and rich mineral
deposits, which colonial powers of the past
coveted. Under British rule, the colony of
Rhodesia was dubbed a “jewel of the British
crown” for its copious agricultural and mineral
output. After being granted independence from
the United Kingdom in 1980, the Republic of
Zimbabwe generally retained the policies, and
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hence the political and economic stability, of the
past. Life was good for ordinary citizens of this
new nation.
The economy of Zimbabwe was primarily
agricultural, with 67 percent of the population
working in farming. Mining came in as the second largest industry. Few people were in business for themselves when Chu arrived. There
were more raw materials than finished goods,
and demand was extremely high. It was a merchants’ paradise. “Something that cost a dollar
could be sold for three,” said Chu. “You only had
to name the price.” Chu set up production facilities for sweaters and opened 12 clothing and grocery shops in Harare, the national capital, to
serve that kind of a receptive marketplace.
However, he and many others were later
forced to shut down their production lines due to
competition by cheap exports from China. “An
article of clothing cost me $15 to make, but an
imported item retailed for just $10,” Chu remembered. “Very quickly, 90 percent of the light industry in Zimbabwe went out of business.”
Luckily for Chu, his fortune continued to roll
in all the same for a while, thanks to his 12 shops.
But even that didn’t last long. Political discontent and labor unions incited civil unrest.
Everywhere, rioters looted innocent shops and
businesses. “I don’t know why, but every time a
riot erupted, it was always near one of my
stores,” Chu smiled wryly.
“Whenever we got wind of violence, my wife,
my children, their friends, and I would rush to
the stores and move as many things as we could
back to the warehouse at home,” recalled Chu.
Despite such herculean efforts, his businesses
were still robbed. “After being robbed three
times, I took to carrying a gun whenever I went
out—and it was always loaded.”
On August 16, 1998, he was robbed for the
fourth, and last, time. Twenty minutes after he
had left his factory, looters broke in and gutted
it. “Anything that could be moved was stolen.
Desks, chairs, clothes hangers, you name it,”
Chu said.

Li Zhao-qin, Tino Chu’s wife, minds the family’s grocery businesses. Her support has enabled Chu to
concentrate his energy on doing charitable work.

In nine short months, his businesses were
ransacked four times. The looters cost Chu more
than 670,000 American dollars, leaving him
unable to meet his payroll.
His father-in-law saw the news on TV in
Taiwan and called him several times. He urged
Chu to bail out and return to Taiwan to ensure
the safety of his family. “Don’t worry about your
loss, and don’t bother disposing of your other
properties there,” he told Chu. “Whatever their
value, I’ll make you whole. Just get your family
out of there and back here.” All Chu needed to
do was to go along with the proposal, buy plane
tickets, and leave the troubled land behind. Upon
returning to Taiwan, he would have received at
least US$1.7 million from his wife’s father.
“I was like an injured lion,” Chu recalled. The
lion had been thoroughly bruised, but its pride
and dignity were intact. To Chu, his father-inlaw’s proposition was condescending. He shouted back to his father-in-law on the phone, rejecting the well-meant offer out of hand.

Just like that, without much thinking, Chu
chose to stay in Zimbabwe. Only after things
had settled down and order had been restored
did he go to Taiwan: not to live, but to apologize
to his father-in-law.
Hyperinflation
In the early 2000s, the Zimbabwean government adopted a land reform policy established
on the premise that the land owned by white
people had been illegally obtained from its
rightful black owners during the colonial times.
After negotiations with the white landowners
failed, the government confiscated most whiteowned land.
The move drew international condemnation,
and economic embargoes ensued. Large numbers
of white farmers left their land, but not before
destroying the irrigation systems. They also
demolished or took away farming machinery.
Most of the new black farmers lacked expertise in modern agriculture, and they did not have
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enough capital to restore the irrigation systems.
Farmland began to lie uncultivated, and the
agricultural sector began to crumple in this agricultural country.
The nation could not freely import or export
under the embargoes, nor could it repay its international debts. The International Monetary Fund
also temporarily suspended its aid to the nation.
In response, the Zimbabwean government
printed money, lots of it, and in large denominations. Some bills were as much as 100 trillion
Zimbabwean dollars, making it the largest
denomination of all the paper money in the
world. It was hard to imagine that the largest
denomination of currency in the nation in 1993
was just 20 dollars.

Flooding the nation with money caused the
value of the currency to fall precipitously.
Inflation went through the roof and reached 231
million percent by July 2008. The 100-trilliondollar bill was worth a mere US$300 on the day
it was issued, but just a few days later even that
impressive amount could not buy a loaf of bread
or a cup of coffee.
It was a losing proposition to sell anything
for money. “Whatever you sold, you ended up
losing money,” Chu explained. “The money you
collected from selling something would become
worthless in just an hour. The currency literally
lost its value by the hour!”
Li Zhao-qin (李照琴), Chu’s wife, tended the
family’s shops. In the years when inflation was

at its worst, she worried every day about how to
get rid of the Zimbabwean dollars on her hands.
“If we couldn’t exchange them for American or
other foreign currencies, we’d treat ourselves to
a big dinner just to spend them. Otherwise the
money would have been as valueless as a piece
of paper the next day,” Li said. “We ate out
almost every day then.”
People reverted to bartering, and those who
had no physical possessions ended up going
hungry.

Rice and blankets from Taiwan arrived in Zimbabwe just before winter arrived in the southern hemisphere in 2013. Chu and local volunteers conducted distributions in June and July, benefiting 1,800
needy families in Epworth, south-eastern Harare.
provided by tino chu
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Turning point
Chu had mused over a question ever since
his factory was looted on that August day in
1998, just minutes after he left the premises. “I’d
been wondering why it happened just 20 minutes after I left the factory,” Chu recalled. The
question persisted and simply would not be
waved away. “If the thieves had come 20 minutes earlier, I wouldn’t have hesitated to shoot at
them [and I’d never have incurred that big loss].
I felt that those 20 minutes were indicative of
something significant.”
After that break-in, Chu waited in his empty
factory for the police to inspect the crime scene
and take his deposition. He waited one day after
another, but still they didn’t come. With nothing
better to do, he looked around the building. He
noticed some Buddhist sutras and audio tapes
that he had brought from Taiwan lying in a corner of his office. He wiped off the thick dust that
had collected over the years and began to read
one of the books. A phrase there caught his attention: Giving dissolves bad karma.
“If what has happened to me is retribution for
the wrongs I did in my previous lives, I should
now try my best to do good deeds [to make up],”
Chu thought to himself. “On the other hand, since
my wealth isn’t destined to be mine, instead of
giving it to the looters, why not give it to those
who are in need?” With these thoughts in mind,
he picked himself up and started walking down
the path to charitable work.
Inflation impacted Chu, but not much. “My
business connections provided me with conduits
through which I could exchange local money for
American dollars,” he explained. “Though I
couldn’t exchange every day, my situation was
better than that of most other people.”
He began distributing food in communities
once a week, a different community each week.
“I’d buy 700 loaves of bread each time, enough
for about 3,000 people,” Chu said. He purchased

unsliced bread directly from a baking factory,
cut it into quarters, and gave it away to people
who needed food.
“After 700 loaves of bread had been cut up,
there’d always be lots of crumbs on the cutting
board,” Chu said. “People would even line up
for those.” He continued, with a frown on his
face, “Those were really bad days.”
He’d also give away bread each weekend,
when he took his family out for sightseeing.
Before the trip, he’d load his car with loaves of
bread. After sightseeing all day, they would enter
a village and give the bread away. “People rather
liked to see our silver car in their village.”
Food shortages did not just happen in the
countryside. The capital city, which had no food
production and relied on external supplies for
food, suffered as well. Chu helped there, too, but
there were new wrinkles.
To prevent unscrupulous businessmen from
making windfall profits, the government set
restrictions on the movement of foodstuffs. For
example, policies stipulated that a person could
bring only up to 20 kilograms (44 pounds) of
corn starch into the capital city. These restrictions cut both ways, though. They effectively
stopped the undesirable business practice of
hoarding on the one hand, but on the other hand
they also left many residents without food.
Using his business sense and the connections
that he had acquired over the years, Chu managed to purchase several hundred ten-kilogram
bags of corn starch from agricultural agencies in
other locales. He drove a rented truck out of
Harare and picked them up. However, he had to
pass three police checkpoints on the way back to
the capital city, and he was hauling tons of corn
starch. How was he going to take so much extra
controlled food through the inspections to help
the needy in the capital?
“I showed the police a photo of me with the
President,” Chu said, “and I gave each officer a
bag of corn starch. That got me through all the
checkpoints.”
Wider assistance
Though inflation and economic instability
was the bane of life in Zimbabwe, it ironically
helped propel Chu along the path of helping
poor people. Gradually, he began to wonder
what he could do to reach even more people.
He quickly came to an answer: children.
“They don’t need much, and there are lots of
them in schools.”
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use their own tools for the free services. He knew
that they all needed the tools of the trade to
make a living, so he would provide the tools for
the occasions.
“On their recommendation, I bought industrial-duty electric hair trimmers,” Chu recalled.
“Each one cost a hundred American dollars. I
bought sewing machine oil to lubricate the
trimmers. I also bought a generator to recharge
the trimmers, but the most important thing
that I bought was a purple antiseptic liquid—
the final punch in my plan for killing off scalp
ringworm fungi.”
As for the apron a barber wraps around a
customer, Chu borrowed one from a barber and
used it as a pattern to make some more for use
by students.
With barbers, hair clippers, hair aprons, and
antiseptics all lined up, Chu embarked on his
haircutting endeavor—just a week after the idea
occurred to him.

Tough hair to clip
The barbers switched on the clippers and glided them through the students’ hair. Clouds of
white dust rose as the fast-vibrating cutting edges
of the clippers touched the students’ hair.
“In addition to the scalp ringworm symptoms, there was dust, little stones, and even
twigs in their hair,” said Chu, marveling at the
things the thick, curly mops of the students were
capable of holding in place.
The clippers became dull after cutting the
hair of just a few children. Chu got out the backup clippers.
Not all children welcomed the service. Some
of them had infections so bad that a hair clipper
caused their lesions to bleed. The children broke
into tears. While trimming off their hair, the
barbers had to soothe the children the best they
could.
After a child’s hair had been trimmed off, a
coat of purple antiseptic was sprayed on the

On a visit to a needy family, Tzu Chi volunteers in Zimbabwe pray with the family.

Volunteers cut hair for students at Rusununguko Primary School, located in a suburb of Harare. The
service helps prevent scalp ringworm from developing on the students’ heads.

But what could he give them? He noticed that
because of poverty, most local children used pencils that were very short. In response, he bought
large quantities of school supplies for them.
“Unlike adults, children often got close to me
and talked to me after a distribution,” Chu said.
It was during those times he noticed the white
patches on the children’s heads. At first he did
not know what they were.
Then he realized that the children must be
suffering from scalp ringworm, a fungal skin
disease. Water had long been in short supply in
the nation, so instead of bathing or showering
themselves, many people had to be content with
a simple wipe down. Furthermore, their living
conditions had not lent themselves to proper
personal hygiene—an ideal setting for this highly contagious disease to pass from one person to
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the next. Just about all children had contracted
this disease.
He thought to himself, “If you want to have a
chance to solve the problem, you must have their
hair removed and their scalps bared so as to get
rid of hiding places for the ringworm fungi.”
With this thought in mind, he went right to the
barbershop he frequented and told the barbers
his idea. “Surprisingly, they all supported me
and were willing to join me,” Chu said.
Chu was delighted, but he knew that it would
take barbers from more than one barbershop to
cut hair for an entire school, so he walked down
a busy street and made his pitch at every barbershop that he saw along the way. Eventually three
shops pledged their support.
Though the barbers were willing to give their
time to help cut hair, Chu could not ask them to
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exposed scalp. “After just 90 minutes, it looked
like a miracle had happened,” Chu exclaimed.
“You’d see a truly shiny head, as though it had
just been oiled, that was completely without any
sign of scalp ringworm fungi.” The sight gave
Chu tremendous satisfaction.
What they had accomplished at the first
school prompted Chu to visit other schools,
where he obtained permission from one principal after another to do the same thing for their
students.
The volunteers would go to a different school
each week. They cut hair and applied antiseptics
to over a thousand students during each visit.
Their free service was welcomed by so many
schools that it took the volunteers three months
to cycle through them all.
The ranks of volunteer barbers shrank with
each outing, though. “After all, there was no
pay to entice people to stay involved with the
volunteer work. I later decided to learn to cut
hair myself,” Chu said. “My action moved some

parents and people in the community to join
our ranks.”
Later, some volunteers suggested that Chu
supply them with gloves and masks for protection. Chu could not have agreed more with them,
but after visiting the pharmacies and stores in
Harare for these items, he managed to get only six
masks. “I took the masks to the next haircutting
venue,” Chu recalled. “However, there were 30
volunteers. It wouldn’t seem fair no matter how I
distributed the masks. In the end, I could only
quietly put all the masks back in my pocket.”
One day, Chu was working on a child whose
scalp infection was particularly bad. “Usually
I’d first use a comb to get little stones and twigs
out of a child’s hair to make it easier to cut and
easier on the clipper,” Chu said. “But this child
had really dirty hair. I put a comb through it, but
the comb became seriously stuck. I couldn’t even
move it without lifting the child up.”
Since he couldn’t get the comb out, he gave
up trying and began to use the clipper. As he

Chu loves children, and he has done much to help many of them in Zimbabwe.

sank the clippers into the hair, a cloud of white
smoke erupted into his face. “I thought nothing
of it,” Chu said.
But that night, his throat felt scratchy, as if he
had swallowed a mouthful of sand. He could
not make a sound for three days. “The doctor
said that I’d been infected and ordered me to
stay on medicine and oral spray,” Chu said,
remembering the episode with emotion. After
collecting himself, he continued: “I’m glad that
it happened to me, not to others. If it had instead
happened to a black volunteer who couldn’t
afford medical help, the consequences could
have been horrific.”
Chu and his volunteer barbers have provided
haircuts for students since 2008. So far they have
logged 30,000 haircuts, and they are still at it.
They have worn out more than 200 electric hair
clippers in the service of the students.
Despite his experience of being infected,
Chu wasn’t daunted. He is happy to see students cured of the scalp infection. Even if a
child’s ringworm was not completely eradicated by his humanitarian treatment, the condition
was less dreadful than before. The sight and the
thought of all this have kept him going. “I’m
now a super barber, and I not only cut hair—I
can even fix clippers.”
Tough to do good
It is not easy to do charitable work in
Zimbabwe. The nation has laws that limit the
size of an assembly to ten people or less without permission. Therefore, before Chu holds
haircutting services or distributes aid supplies,
he has to apply for permission from concerned
authorities. The application has to go through
11 steps. “Though I’m very familiar with the
process now, the laborious paperwork that I
have to do each time still takes me a lot of
time,” he observed.
One day Chu went to the public health agency to apply for an assembly permit. The final
approver worked on the 18th floor of the building, and the elevator was out of service, a common occurrence in government buildings. Chu,
58, climbed up all those stairs and got the
approval he needed.
He has not only gone high to do good, but he
has also gone far. Sometimes he travels as far as
280 miles from home. Aside from spending his
energy and time, he has spent hundreds of thousands of American dollars for his charitable
deeds since 1998.
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“Giving dissolves bad karma.” These few
words altered Chu’s life path. However, he
admitted that at first he carried out those good
deeds with a motive. “I was making a deal with
the bodhisattvas,” he said with a smile. “I did
good deeds for them, and they in return kept my
family safe.” Though that was not a wholesome
thought, “The bodhisattvas really did honor my
wishes, and they’ve kept us safe and sound.”
His attitude only began to change in 2006.
That year, he installed at his house the necessary
equipment to receive satellite signals from Da Ai
TV, a station run by Tzu Chi. “After seeing its
programming, I stopped thinking of my good
deeds as a kind of deal with the bodhisattvas,”
Chu remembered. “I saw Tzu Chi volunteers
helping the destitute and holding relief distributions internationally or locally in their own communities. I thought to myself, ‘I’m doing the
same things! That makes me a Tzu Chi volunteer, doesn’t it?’”
Since he began thinking of himself as a Tzu
Chi volunteer, he believed he should work in the
Tzu Chi spirit of giving without asking for anything in return, in a spirit of selflessness.
That was a turning point for Chu. He has
since conducted all his philanthropic work, not
in his own name, but in the name of Tzu Chi.
And he did so quietly until he got in contact
with Tzu Chi volunteers from neighboring
South Africa.
After attending required volunteer training
sessions in South Africa, Chu traveled to Taiwan
at the end of 2011 to receive his Tzu Chi certification. What did he feel the difference was
between doing good on his own and doing
good as a Tzu Chi volunteer? “With the help of
Tzu Chi’s resources, more people in Zimbabwe
will be able to receive assistance,” he commented. “For example, our foundation sent 120 tons
of rice to Zimbabwe this year. Imagine how
many people that can feed.” The rice was provided by the Council of Agriculture of the
Taiwanese government.
With Tzu Chi’s assistance, Chu has also been
able to have seven classrooms built for
Rusununguko Primary School, where students
used to have to receive lessons outdoors.
Now officially part of Tzu Chi, Chu has
much more to do in Zimbabwe, and he is the
only certified Tzu Chi member there. When
asked “Do you feel the responsibility heavy?”
he replied, “Yes, I feel it heavy, but I feel peace
of mind, too.”
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Unforgettable
Children
I am childless, but I like children. I like their
pure and guileless nature.
I have been shooting photographs professionally for quite some time. Whether intentionally or not, sometimes in my work, I have taken
quite a few images of children, preserved on film
or digital files.
In all honesty, many of these children I met
only once, and I don’t even know their names.
Our paths briefly crossed at a certain time and
place, after which we carried on along our
respective trajectories. We may meet again some
day, but more likely we will never meet again.
So I cherish every short encounter with these
children, the ways they express themselves, and
that truth that represents humanity at its most
sincere.
Text and photos by Hsiao Yiu-hwa
Translated by Susan Hu

I Don’t Ask for Much
The winter morning sun brought warmth
after a cold, windy night. This young Syrian girl,
along with her mother and aunts, arrived at a
distribution venue in the city of Ar Ramtha, on

the Jordanian border, where free winter clothes
were being given out.
Waiting for the distribution to begin, Tzu
Chi volunteers chatted with local women about
the weather and recent developments. Someone
took a scarf from a box and wrapped it around
the little girl’s neck. Children don’t ask for

much. The scarf warmed the girl’s heart and
brought a look of contentment to her face. Her
faint smile and shy expression were enough to
dissolve the austere borderland atmosphere
created by the adults.
If grownups could be as easily content as this
little girl, perhaps she wouldn’t have had to travel

1/13/2013 Ar Ramtha, Jordan

long distances and cross borders to escape the war
raging in her home country, and to come to this
place to receive a scarf.

A Ray of Sunshine
in a Refugee Camp
Most people from Taiwan, myself included,
are not too familiar with the Middle East. We don’t
have a good grasp of the region’s political and
cultural landscape. We might know about the
recent social upheavals, regime changes, and all
the displaced people in the region, but we remain
ignorant of why things are the way they are.
The recent political turmoil in Syria has
caused many civilians to flee their homes and
flood into neighboring countries to seek refuge.
In more than two years, some 300,000 people
have escaped to Jordan, many with similar stories: loved ones lost, a home they cannot return
to, their risky flight to safety, the undignified
lives of the exiled.
The border between Tura, northern Jordan,
and Tal Shehab, Syria, is a dirt road with no towering walls or barbed wire fences. When I was on
assignment in Jordan from the end of 2012 to the
beginning of 2013, I was told that every day, hundreds of Syrians crossed the border there to seek
asylum. Yet many of them were killed by Syrian
boarder guards on the way, before reaching safety.
Children alone accounted for 250 lives lost on that
dirt road—young lives that ended prematurely.
Talking to me, some of the refugees in a
camp unleashed a tirade of complaints about
their home country and about the camp’s facilities. It was hard for me to understand everything, and I didn’t know how to respond. In
contrast to the adult faces filled with discontent
and helplessness, this child’s smile was like a
ray of sunlight, all the more pure and precious.
He was still too young to know misery, and too
innocent to understand the tangled web of love
and hate and matters of life and death in the
adult world.
Would a world without grownups be a better
one?
12/27/2012 King Abdullah Park Refugee Camp, Ar Ramtha, Jordan
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He Ain’t Heavy,
He’s My Brother
Flooding from Typhoon Muifa in August
2011 inundated farmlands in North Hwanghae
Province, North Korea, and washed away the
small bridge that used to cross this stream. To
get across, the boy had to get an adult-size bicycle to the other bank first, and then go back for a
younger child, whom he carried on his back
across the water.
The scene reminded me of a photo from
1951, during the Korean War: a steel bridge
across a roaring river, battered by bombs and
gunfire and twisted beyond recognition.
Civilians, old and young, carrying their few
belongings, crawling across the bridge on their
way south, fleeing the war.
The clash of ideological beliefs between a few
grownups left a people divided in two. They are
the most distant of neighbors, close enough to
hear each other, but relations are icy and interaction is non-existent.
The stream was not deep, but the bottom was
uneven; the water, though unhurried, was still
forceful. The two children staggered unsteadily
in the water, but they stuck together and forged
ahead. I do not know if they were related, or
simply playmates. But no matter. What matters
is this: “He ain’t heavy; he’s my brother.” The
song came to me in a flash.
Six decades have passed since the Korean
War ended. Adults from that era now rest six
feet under. And I wonder: Will there be a day
when brothers in the north and south help each
other along, no matter who carries whom, like
those children in the photo, and together cross
the divide?

8/23/2011 North Hwanghae Province, North Korea
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Born Survivor
The infant, extracted from his mother’s body
just four days earlier, was a soft mass, unaware
of what had happened. Three days before his
birth, the day of the Sichuan earthquake that
shocked the world, his mother had been trapped
under a collapsed house. She was found by rescue workers and taken to this temporary medical station. Mother and child were lucky to have
survived this once-in-a-century tremor.
On May 18, 2008, I met 45-year-old Yang Qiju
(楊啟菊) and her newborn child at an emergency
medical station that resembled a combat field
hospital. One of the hardest hit areas, Shifang
was a scene of war-like destruction seven days
after the quake, so great was the immeasurable
loss of homes, hospitals, schools, factories, roads,
and human lives.
At this time and place, when people were
most helpless, the best of humanity was on full
display—organizations and individuals from all
over China and the world had left everything
behind, including complicated relations during
more peaceful times, and arrived at the disaster
area with relief supplies and a will to help, to do
all that was humanly possible to help. Day and
night, at disaster sites where foundations were
shaky, helpers filled the scene like ants, finding
every possible opening and using limited tools
or even their bare hands, searching for hope, or
releasing souls already lost to the disaster.
The earthquake brought about countless stories of people pulled apart, people brought
together, sadness, joy.
The earthquake crushed families, but also
brought out the kindness buried deep within
people. The worst brought out the best.
Yang Qiju and her newborn child were witnesses to that kindness. I documented its existence with my camera.

Province, and rocked the world. The movement
of the earth could be felt as far away as Taipei.
Six days later, I was in the town of Hongbai,
Sichuan. The valley town was only a mountain
away from Wenchuan, a straight line distance of
about 100 kilometers [82 miles]. The mountains
and rivers had shifted, the beautiful scenery a
memory. Gone was the elementary school and
the laughter from the school yard. Gone were
the children, their bookbags the only proof that
they had ever existed.
The heavens did not allot the children their
fair amount of time on earth. After a visit too
brief, they followed the gods’ bidding and went
to another world, taking with them the hopes of
their parents.
In this one-child country, some are defiantly
nurturing new life, wanting to create new hope.
Yet, born to parents of advanced ages and under
psychological stress, some of these new lives are
not perfect. Even the hope they were supposed
to bring is slightly damaged.
So it turns out, events take place and pass by.
Some things, once gone, are gone for good. All
that remains is lingering sorrow.

A Sojourn Too Brief
The children left in a hurry. They didn’t even
have time to retrieve their bookbags or say goodbye to their parents….
On May 12, 2008, a natural phenomenon
shook Wenchuan County in China’s Sichuan
5/18/2008 Shifang, Sichuan, China

5/18/2008 Hongbai, Sichuan, China

Anonymous Kindness
I played in a soccer match last weekend. Our
match was followed by an elementary schoollevel event. A large group of third and fourth
graders sat at the sidelines, waiting to enter the
field. I asked the boy next to me what school he
went to. He ignored me. I thought it was my
Cantonese-accented Mandarin, so I asked him
again. Still he looked indifferent, turning his face
from me without a response.
I was puzzled. My teammate told me: “In this
day and world, schools tell students not to talk
to strangers for their own protection, especially
those who talk funny and look like strange
uncles.” If that is indeed the case, then I must
apologize for the way I look and sound. I can’t
help but regret how children these days interact
with people.
This incident brings to mind a story.
It was April last year in Myanmar. Anyone
who has visited Indochina probably remembers
the earthen pots or other vessels containing
water, placed on country roads, under trees, next
to temples or other public spaces, with a couple
of cups on the side, meant to offer travelers relief
from thirst and heat.
Myanmar in April was sweltering. There
was not a cloud in the sky, the sun was scorching, and I was on assignment at a small village
named Kyauk Tan Kan on the outskirts of
Yangon. Under the tree in this picture, a child,
roughly the age of the young soccer player
mentioned above, appeared next to me. He
poured a cup of water from the earthen pot
under the tree, brought it over to me with a big
smile on his face, and gestured for me to drink
the water.
It was midday, and the temperature was over
30 degrees Celsius [86°F]. The water offered
timely relief. But worried about what it might do
to my immune system, I hesitated, and then
politely declined. But children don’t get “politely declined,” and still he held out the cup, looking at me expectantly, an expression of pure hospitality and innocence on his face. He did this
for no reason at all but that I was a guest from
afar, although he had no idea where I had come
from or why I was there.
Right there and then, what reason could I
have to refuse his kindness? I took the cup and
gulped down the water, repaying him with a
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smile, with pursed lips. The child, satisfied, took
the cup, went back to the tree, and put the cup
back on the pot lid. He waved at me, then
skipped on along his way. He didn’t ask me who
I was, nor did I ask where he lived.
We never knew each other’s names, and perhaps there was no need to. Treating others with
kindness, that’s what people do. However, the
human warmth which that child showed me,
which used to be universal and timeless, is slowly disappearing in our so-called modern
civilization.

4/7/2012 Kyauk Tan Kan, Yangon, Myanmar
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Proudly
Guaranteed
By Huang Hui-zhu

Translated by Tang Yau-yang
Photos by Huang Xiao-zhe

From fixing military airplanes to electric fans,
he is the same conscientious master repairman.
He returns broken things to life, and his undertakings add meaning to his own life.

T

he cicada songs ringing from the trees
added a sense of life to an otherwise indolent summer afternoon. An old woman
carrying an electric fan walked out of the sunshine and into the Tzu Chi Shanhua Recycling
Station in the southern city of Tainan, Taiwan.
The broken top of the fan swayed back and forth
in rhythm with her slow steps.
“I’ve got a fan for you to fix,” she said, smiling to a man whom she apparently knew well.
The man, Zheng Rong-xiang (鄭榮祥), knew right
then that she was there to trade her broken electric fan for a new one—although “new” was
quite a relative term at the station, referring to
the repaired and refurbished fans that had once
been broken or blemished themselves.
Zheng has fixed many electric fans and put
them back into circulation in the rustic, simple
town of Shanhua. The recycled fans have worked
well, and so they have earned a good reputation
in the town through word of mouth.
In response to the old woman’s request, Zheng
put down the fan he was repairing, wiped the
sweat off his brow, and led her through the recycling station to the thrift shop in the back. Fans of
various styles, sizes, and colors greeted their eyes.
Whatever their original brand names, all of these
fans were now considered EP-branded—EP for
environmental preservation. If not repaired by
Zheng and put back into use, these fans would
have either gone straight to landfills or been taken
apart and then recycled.
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Photos courtesy of Zheng Rong-xiang

Zheng in his air force days, and a certificate awarded for his excellent performance in the military.

As they browsed through the thrift shop to
pick out another fan for her, he asked the old
woman how the other fans that she had gotten
from him before were working. “Very nicely,
indeed,” she replied. “They’re cheap but good.
They blast out a good, strong wind. I appreciate your help.” The woman was obviously a
good patron of the fans that he fixed up for the
thrift shop.
She eventually settled on a light, bright
desktop model that had been repainted. Zheng
plugged it into an outlet, turned it on, and put
it through a cycle of operation to ensure that it
was in good working condition. Satisfied, he
put the fan in her hands. The old woman smiled
as any happy shopper with a great bargain in
hand would.
After the woman had made a small donation
to Tzu Chi and left the store, Zheng returned to
his workstation and continued with his routine
of diagnosing, searching for parts, and returning
fans to service. He always works with his typical
but rigorous mindfulness. Only after a fan is
fully operational will he bring it into the showroom. He backs all his work with a one-year
replacement warranty against malfunction.
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He never thought that he would be a professional fan repairman, much less that his efforts
would help a charity foundation to do good. In
retrospect, the seed for all this was probably
planted in his other “fix-it” career several
decades ago.
His early years
Zheng was born in 1937 to a farming family
in Tainan. After graduating from junior high
school, and before knowing what step to take
next, he learned that the Air Force Mechanical

School—which was later merged into the Air
Force Institute of Technology—was accepting
applications for enrollment. He turned in his
transcript and was accepted for admission,
which surprised even himself.
He knew little about the new school, but just
like that, at 16 years of age, he had started his
military career. As it turned out he focused on
Zheng keeps a detailed record of every fan he
works on, including the appearance of the fan
and the repairs he did to it.

In the morning, Zheng sorts out paper products at
the recycling station.

mechanical repair at the school, and after graduation he worked to repair military aircraft.
Zheng had already graduated from the military school and been assigned to a base when
hostilities between Taiwan and mainland China
erupted on August 23, 1958. The Chinese Com
munists launched an intense artillery attack
against Quemoy, a small archipelago of several
islands administered by the Republic of China
(Taiwan). The R.O.C. troops on Quemoy returned
fire. The heightened tensions resulted in many
military air sorties over the Taiwan Strait. When
the airplanes returned to the base where Zheng
worked, they had to be refueled in a flash and
made ready for another mission.
Zheng was on the refueling team. Working
on such a mission-critical job when he was still
very young gave him a tremendous sense of
responsibility.
Later in his military career, he maintained
and repaired fighters and bombers. These were
significant responsibilities, as the safety of the
pilots and crews was of paramount importance.
In order to keep them safe, he had to keep himself safe first. The very first move that he always
made before working on an aircraft was to
unload the ammunition from the machine guns
on board, as those were always loaded and ready
to fire.
Once a pilot noticed an abnormal jiggling of
the pressure gauge needle on one of the engines,
and he reported the situation when he landed.
Zheng and a colleague crawled into the air inlet
duct located in the belly of the airplane to investigate the source of the trouble. The duct was
small and dark. The two of them busied themselves inside, anxious to resolve the problem.
Even though they didn’t have a clue what might
be wrong, it was imperative that they find the
root cause of the problem. Even a loose screw
could take down the plane.
Years of experience led Zheng to suspect that
the problem lay in the transmission, so they
removed the old one and put in a new one. That
didn’t take care of the problem, so they swapped
it out and put in yet another one. Still the problem
persisted. Finally, after crawling in and out of the
air inlet duct all day long, they nailed the problem
by putting in the fourth new transmission.
It was through trials and errors like that in
the Air Force that Zheng learned to be extremely
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Both Zheng and his wife of 50 years, Hong Shujing, appreciate having good health in their old
age and being able to do the Earth good by
engaging in recycling.

patient and mindful of details, as well as to be
circumspective and conscientious.
From 1950 to 1965, when Taiwan was receiving aid from the United States, the Taiwanese
government advocated conservation and
demanded that all parts removed from airplanes
not be discarded, but be kept in each repairman’s
designated storage area.
This stringent mandate caused Zheng no
trouble whatsoever. What the government
required was only what his parents had long
before taught him to do: lead a simple and thrifty
life. Zheng had long since formed the habit of
cherishing and conserving resources, so it was
no surprise that his storage area always had the
most spare parts, each one precious to him and
ready to be put to use.
The volunteer
Zheng retired from the military when he was
48 years old, but he continued to work for pri80
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vate companies. He often picked up recyclables
and delivered what he had gathered to a nearby
Tzu Chi recycling station before going to work.
His wife, Hong Shu-jing (洪淑靜), volunteered at
the recycling station.
When Zheng retired from the workforce in
1999, he began volunteering at the recycling station with his wife. They were short of help back
then, so he would also ride on a truck and help
pick up recyclables at collection points. It was
not uncommon for him to see brand-new
clothes, shoes, or notebooks among the things
he collected. Being a thrifty person, he himself
began using almost exclusively salvaged clothes
and shoes.
“Many electric fans that we collected were
only slightly broken, but people just threw them
away,” said Chen Zhao-xiong (陳昭雄), a longtime volunteer. “It was quite a pity.” For example, one unit that he had seen at the recycling
station carried a price tag of 40 to 50 American
dollars. The only thing wrong with it was the
transformer, something that the recycling station
had plenty of. It was this that made him start
wondering whether he should get someone to
repair broken fans.

He thought of Zheng, who had shown himself to be conscientious and responsible. Zheng
considered Chen’s proposition, and he thought
that even though he had no experience in repairing electric fans, his extensive experience in fixing aircraft could come into good use. It turned
out that he was indeed quite good at it.
He said that the principles of repairing an
airplane could be applied to fixing an electric
fan. Though much smaller, an electric fan also
possesses a complete electric system. Even one
wire that was connected wrong could cause the
motor to burn out.
He set up an area in the recycling station for
electric fans. This area is like a miniature hardware store where he has categorized similar
items in the same section—blades, outer wiremesh cover, base units, and nuts and bolts are all
neatly put in their proper places. This orderly
categorization helps him easily find the parts
that he needs.
He treats fans with the same attentiveness as
he did aircraft, though they are drastically different in size and mass. Over the years, he has
accumulated enough experience to be able to
quickly pinpoint a problem just by plugging a
broken unit into an electrical outlet and seeing
how it responds.
After he has fixed and tested a fan, he gives
it a good wipe with soapy water made with discarded shampoo that has ended up at the recycling station. If the exterior shows any signs of
rust, he spray-paints it with reclaimed can
spray, also available at the station. After the
makeover, the unit is like new, as far as a preowned item goes.
He often shares maintenance tips with people. For example, lubricating the rotating axis
regularly can help extend the useful life of a fan,
or else the axis may rust and get stuck. He also
tells them never to wash a motor or spray water
on the whole fan.
When the weather gets hot, people snap up
the fans quickly, leaving the shop without any at
all until more units go through Zheng’s hands.
With the quality of his fans winning him a
wide following, the thrift shop circulates an average of 300 fans a year. Chen Zhao-xiong, who
recruited Zheng for the fan-repairing project, got
one a dozen years ago. It cost him a donation to
Tzu Chi of only three American dollars. The fan
has worked reliably for him ever since.
Electric fans are not the only thing that Zheng
can fix. He has also given new life to other small

appliances, such as desk lamps, mosquito zappers, and blenders.
A constant presence
Zheng spends more time at the recycling station than at home, going there every day of the
year except the Chinese New Year holiday. He
reports to the station at eight o’clock in the
morning, seven days a week. The mornings are
spent sorting out paper products like books,
magazines, and newspaper. The afternoons are
for repairing things. He goes home at around
five o’clock.
He worries that if he were to miss a day’s
work, the paper products would pile up mountain high. That’s why he almost never takes a
day off from his work at the recycling station.
He goes there even through heavy rains or
typhoons, as long as he can safely ride his motor
scooter to the station, about ten minutes from his
home. Over the years, he has been a constant
presence at the station.
“It’s a blessing that I’m still able to do things,”
Zheng said. “It means that I’m still healthy.
Coming here has become a routine for me, and I
would feel ill at ease if I didn’t come.” He added
that the work at the station allows him to do the
Earth a good turn while giving him a chance to
work his brain at the same time. It beats staying
home watching TV, dozing off, or getting bored.
He cherishes his golden years.
Some people may feel that after working all
their lives, they deserve to treat themselves to
some easy time, see the world, and enjoy themselves. But taking trips to see the world does not
appeal to the thrifty Zheng. He thinks such journeys are physically tiresome, wasteful, and not
worthwhile. He is interested only in doing Tzu
Chi work, and this he has done for more than a
decade as a devoted, well-qualified volunteer.
He became a certified Tzu Chi volunteer at the
end of 2012.
Time has flown by so fast. Zheng still remembers himself as that teenager who applied for
admission into the Air Force Mechanical School.
Now, seemingly in just the twinkling of an eye,
he has grown old and grey-haired. Looking at
the fan in his hand that he was working on, he
smiled. He felt exactly like the used fan—receiving a second life in Tzu Chi. He was glad that he
had been “recycled” by the foundation after he
retired from work, and that he could continue to
serve society by turning useless things into useful resources.
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JING SI APHORISMS
The

Cultivate Goodness to
Protect the World

Illustrated

The Buddha says:
Conquering oneself is greater than
conquering thousands of enemies
on the battlefield.

By Dharma Master Cheng Yen
Translated by Teresa Chang

I
I never pray to the
Buddha to let me have
everything as I wish. I only
ask for more courage, faith
and perseverance. I believe
that we only develop perseverance by going through
many hardships in life.

I regard sufferings
and worries as means
of “recharging my battery.” They are good
lessons for me.

Some people insist on following the Buddhist tradition of having only one meal at noon every day.
As a result, they may end up hurting their health. Is it necessary to be so rigid about fasting?
Spiritual cultivation must adapt to environmental factors. When hardship hits, we can live through
it with peace of mind. When things are going well, we can also live in comfort with peace of mind,
without having to force hardships upon ourselves.

Translated by E E Ho and W.L. Rathje; drawings by Tsai Chih-chung; coloring by May E. Gu
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n September, 130 African volunteers from
Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Lesotho, and
South Africa gathered in Johannesburg for
a training camp for Tzu Chi cadre members.
The branch office was not big enough to accom
modate all the participants, so a big white tent
was put up outside. The environment was far
from comfortable, but the participants main
tained their best postures and listened atten
tively during the classes, which were interpret
ed from English to Zulu (a native language of
South Africa) and Sena (a
native language of Mozam
bique). They learned about
Buddhist etiquette, the Jing Si
Dharma Lineage, Tzu Chi
principles, and medical and
hygienic knowledge needed
when visiting and caring for
aid recipients. They chanted
the Sutra of Immeasurable
Meanings in Chinese even
though they did not speak the
language. They also did the
walking meditation, with their
steps in unison.
In recent years, seeds of Tzu
Chi have been sprouting and
growing vigorously on the
African continent. An increasing number of local
Africans are working to become living
bodhisattvas. Although their nationalities and
languages are different from those of ours here
in Taiwan, where Tzu Chi originated, they are
also eager to learn about and live out the
Buddha’s teachings. I am amazed at how things
work out, to witness bodhi seeds putting down
roots in Africa.

This article is excerpted from a series of speeches delivered
by Master Cheng Yen from October 1 to 21, 2013.

Some South African volunteers shared their
stories at the camp. They said that they used to
live harsh lives, suffering both physically and
emotionally. But after they joined Tzu Chi, they
learned to open their hearts and go into commu
nities to serve the old and weak. By giving to
others, they received abundant spiritual joy.
Additionally, volunteers from Zimbabwe said
that they were grateful to Tzu Chi volunteer
Tino Chu (朱金財) for bringing Tzu Chi to
Zimbabwe and for caring for their fellow coun
trymen. As a way of paying
back, they said they would fol
low Chu’s example and do
their best to help the needy.
In over a year, our volun
teers from South Africa have
made more than 20 trips to
Swaziland to care for the needy
there and to inspire people to
do good. They were met with
many difficulties when they
started, and the locals treated
them with cold indifference.
But they did not give up. Now
our South African volunteers
have inspired quite a few peo
ple in Swaziland to join their
ranks and follow them in visit
ing the needy and distributing aid. With the
additional help, they have been better able to
spread love in Swaziland.
Everyone has the same buddha-nature. By
working and giving together, we can be like the
bodhisattvas and relieve suffering wherever it
is, wherever there are cries for help.
Despite their poverty, our volunteers in South
Africa reach out to help and care for people who
are as needy as they are. They give to them
respectfully. Their actions show how rich they
are in heart. Their spiritual wealth has enabled
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zhu heng-min

them to transcend their material poverty and
live an abundant life.
In contrast, if you are rich materially but still
crave more wealth and spend your life in mean
ingless pursuits, you are poor in heart no matter
how much money you have.
I hope more people aspire to be bodhisattvas
and go amongst people to serve them. We can
compare our wisdom to the bright sun and our
compassion to the full moon. If we exercise our
wisdom and compassion to do good, we will be
able to light up the dark corners of the world.
A house on fire
Mr. Ma, 67, lives in Beijing, China. He takes
care of his wife and daughter, who are both ill.
The house they live in is a hundred years old.
After years of neglect, it fell into disrepair and
there was dust everywhere.
After learning about their situation, local Tzu
Chi volunteers helped the family clean up and
repair the house, giving the residence a new look.
Mr. Ma said happily that the house looked even
better than it did on the day he married his wife.
From what he said, we surmised that the house
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The world’s population is growing, but the
overall morals and ethics are declining. Many
people, lacking self-control, stray from the right
path in life and as a result create a lot of bad
karma. When the ignorance of many people con
verges, it’s like fires burning off wholesome
thoughts. Conflicts and confrontations then
arise, leading to wars and other disasters that
displace and torment countless people.
Conflicts and wars within or between nations
may be limited to a certain area, but natural
disasters such as earthquakes, floods, fires, and
hurricanes—which arise out of the imbalance of
the Four Elements of Earth, Water, Fire and
Wind—know no bounds. The scale of destruc
tion they bring is beyond imagination.
Based on the Buddha’s teachings, we can
summarize the principles of all things with a
framework of three dimensions and four phases.
In the physical dimension, everything in the uni
verse goes through the stages of formation, con
tinuation, decay, and extinction. In the mental
dimension, thoughts and feelings arise, remain,
change, and disappear. In the bodily dimension,
life cycles go through birth, aging, illness, and

Over the years, many Africans have joined Tzu Chi and given love to the needy.
lin yan-huang

In September 2013, 130 African Tzu Chi volunteers gathered in Johannesburg for a training camp.

one entrance. Many peopled lived there, some
times 100, 200, or even 500 people at a time.
Despite the man’s wealth, the building was in
bad repair—the walls were crumbling, the pillar
bases were decaying, and the roof beams were
tilting. Suddenly and unexpectedly, fires broke
out everywhere, consuming the house….
This parable describes not only the physical
world but our minds as well.
Under the sky and above the earth, our world
is like a big house in which all living beings live
together. Today, this world of ours is beset by
natural and man-made disasters. It’s like a house
on fire—very dangerous.
All living beings on this earth share a collec
tive karma. When people’s negative, unwhole
some thoughts accumulate, they create a power
ful force. This is the power of collective karma
that the Buddha speaks of. This powerful nega
tive force leads to disasters and calamities that
can destroy everything. If people don’t love one
another and take responsibility for the wellbeing
of the world, if they fail to cherish and love this
global house of ours, it will not only rot and fall
apart, but it will even catch fire.

was already wearing out when he was young. As
the years went on, the lack of maintenance and
care took its toll and it fell into worse disrepair.
Fan Xiaoming (范曉明) was one of the volun
teers who helped with the cleanup. He said he
was touched to see how selflessly and uncondi
tionally Ma gave to his wife and daughter. His
good example made Fan reflect on his attitude
toward his own mother. He used to complain
about her, but now he realized how indebted he
was to her for bringing him up. Fan realized that
instead of complaining about her, he should care
for her the best he could.
Taking action to repent of our wrong ways
and correct ourselves is like a house being
cleaned of dust and refurbished. The house
becomes beautiful again, just as we do when we
improve ourselves. As long as we can be mindful
of our thoughts and behaviors and nurture good
ness in our hearts, we will be able to bring bless
ings to the world and happiness to others.
A parable in the Lotus Sutra goes like this:
There once was an old man with immeasurable
wealth, many estates and a large number of ser
vants. He had a spacious house, but it had only
Winter 2013
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death. Everything is subject to change; human
metabolism continues at all times, and the cells
in our bodies constantly change. Nothing is per
manent. Yet despite the impermanence, despite
the limited length of our life, we can always
increase the depth and breadth of our life by
making the best use of it.
If we seize time to walk the Bodhisattva Path,
if we care for the world the best we can, our wis
dom will grow and we will contribute to the wel
fare of mankind. Though we may age and even
tually leave this world one day, the good we do
will benefit the world for a long time to come.
Do not create bad karma and disturb the
world. Instead, create good karma and protect
and guard the world. If we exploit the resources
of the earth without restraint, if all we care about
is our own pleasures and comforts, then the world
around us will be like that house on fire. But if we
cherish all things with a grateful heart and make
good use of all resources to help suffering people,
we will dissolve the crisis of the burning house.
It’s all up to us if the Four Elements of the
world can be in balance and if peace and harmony

can prevail in our nation, society and families. It
all comes down to the states of people’s minds.
Don’t live in your own small world and pur
sue happiness and peace only for yourself, your
family, or your nation and society. Instead,
spread your love and care to the whole world.
Its welfare concerns all of us. Don’t be careless
with your time, either. Seize every minute and
second to benefit the world. Then you’ll live a
valuable life that has both depth and quality.

A rice paddy in Hualien, Taiwan. Master Cheng
Yen reminds everyone to cherish food and not
be wasteful.
zhou xing-hong
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Refrain from being wasteful
October 16 is World Food Day. This day
serves to remind us to cherish the food we eat,
because it does not come so easily to everyone.
Our planet produces enough food to feed every
one on it. However, statistics show that over 30
percent of the food is wasted every year. As a
result, of the 7 billion people in the world, more
than 800 million live in starvation.
A short film was once made in the Philip
pines. Two female customers entered a restau
rant, ordered some fried chicken, and ate only a
little. The rest was thrown away as kitchen
waste. At the end of the day, a man came to col
lect all the kitchen waste the restaurant had
produced. When he returned to the countryside
where he lived, a group of poor kids were wait
ing eagerly to eat that waste. To them, it was a
sumptuous meal.
Poor people don’t have enough to eat, but
rich people throw away precious food. The con
trast between the two worlds wrenches one’s
heart. Such wastefulness shows deluded minds
and an inability to tell right from wrong.
Wasteful behavior and careless use of the
world’s resources will lead to natural disasters
for the world. I appeal to everyone to eat until
just 80 percent full and use the money saved
from the remaining 20 percent to help the needy.
That way, our world will have fewer starving
people. Eating until we’re less than completely
full is good for our health too. Furthermore, let’s
adopt a vegetarian diet. Refraining from taking
lives helps us cultivate our compassion. An
added benefit is that we can decrease the pollu
tion from livestock farming.
To save the world, we need to transform peo
ple’s minds. I hope everyone will clear away
their mental defilements and afflictions and let
the light of wisdom shine through. Let us take
the Dharma to heart, live it out, and encourage
one another to put the love in our hearts into
action. Let us be ever more mindful.

Still Learning
Life Begins at 70

Large posters at Tzu Chi exhibitions take viewers back in time, as the history
and charity work of Tzu Chi unfolds before their eyes. Producing such a display
entails a great amount of time, energy, and creative endeavor. As a norm, youngsters dominate this field of expertise.
But Yang Yu-xiu stands out from others in the art of poster design, and not
only for her creativity. At age 78, she could easily be a grandmother to many people in this field. She is living proof that no one is too old to learn new tricks.

By Lin Shu-huai

Translated by Tang Yau-yang

wang xiu-yin

Yang Yu-xiu looks at a poster entitled “Storyteller Yang Yu-xiu” at an exhibition featuring Tzu Chi documenting volunteers.
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ang Yu-xiu (楊玉秀) sat erect in front of a
computer, focused on composing a poster.
The photographs had to be cropped just
so in order to create a neat image that best
brought out the message of the poster.
Yang is a retired civil servant who lives in
Taichung, central Taiwan. She often says, “Learn
all you can about things you don’t know how to
do; for those things you are good at doing, give
your best.” Though nearly 80, she never lets her
age get in the way of learning new things.
Shattering the age barrier
When a series of Tzu Chi workshops on
making posters was about to be held in 2003 at
the Jing Si Hall in Hualien, eastern Taiwan,
Yang decided to sign up. She thought that such
poster creating skills would come in handy
when Tzu Chi was holding exhibitions featuring its relief work or retrospectives of its history. However, a prerequisite for taking the workshop was a working knowledge of Adobe
Photoshop, a photograph-editing program.
Yang, already 68 at that time, had no experience
at all using that software.
Yang Yu-xiu helps document a Buddha Day ceremony held in Taichung in 2013.

Despite her lack of experience, she didn’t
allow the prerequisites of the class to daunt her.
She figured that she’d just learn as she went
through the course, and if she needed help, she’d
ask for it. With this sort of determination, she
went to see Huang Yu-ying (黃玉櫻) at the
Taichung Tzu Chi branch office, and asked her
to sign her up. Surprised, Huang thought for a
moment before saying: “But it’s for people who
can use Photoshop, and the workshop has a tight
schedule—participants get little time for sleep.
Are you up to it… at your age?”
Yang replied resolutely, “Those concerns of
yours don’t worry me. As long as I can get in,
I’m sure I can handle it.”
When the participant roster for the first workshop was announced, Yang was sorely disappointed to find out that she was not listed on it.
But she tried again as soon as the next workshop
was open for registration. Huang submitted
Yang’s registration form to Huang Wen-qin (黃
文欽), who was conducting the series of workshops, and appealed to Huang to accept Yang
even though she had not met the class prerequisites: “We have a volunteer here, a very old one,
who wants to learn to make posters in your
workshop. Can’t you bend the rules a bit and let
her in?” Huang Wen-qin obliged.
zeng dong-sheng
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Some participants at the workshop, not
expecting a classmate so old, mistook Yang for a
service volunteer. It was an understandable mistake. Tzu Chi camps and workshops are normally supported by large numbers of service
volunteers who arrange meals, snacks, lodging,
transportation, and so on. It is not at all uncommon to find elderly volunteers in such roles.
Thus those younger participants were surprised
to find out that Yang, like themselves, was there
as a student.
Yang had a lot to tackle at the workshop. All
her classmates were proficient at using computers and Photoshop, and some were already quite
good at poster making, even without the benefit
of the classes that they had signed up for. They
were ready to learn in high gear. Yang, however,
was nowhere near their level. Though she had
volunteered for Tzu Chi for years, she had taken
care of all the paperwork on paper. She had only
a scanty knowledge of how to use a computer.
In fact, she was still familiarizing herself with
the keys on the keyboard when the class started.
How could she jump directly from there to
manipulating photographs or designing posters
on a computer?
While others were zipping through class
materials, Yang was taking one slow step at a
time. Casting her mind back to that time, she
recalled, “That was ten long years ago. I only
remember that whenever I had a question, I
asked the teacher, and I made sure I had everything down pat.” She was fully aware that she
was a mere beginner, so she was determined to
put forth that much more effort to compensate
for her deficiencies.
At the outset of the workshop, Huang Wenqin asked the participants to turn in five posters
the next day about Tzu Chi activities in their
communities. Yang was scared. She muttered,
“Well, there goes my sleep!”
She picked out several pictures from her computer folders and began to apply what she had
just learned during the day. She cropped the
photos, arranged them, edited them, adjusted
their color, and added texts and captions. She
kept tweaking them over and over again, and
finally—who knows how long later—she finished her first poster.
After completing all five posters, she finally
went to bed. She remembers that she got only
two or three hours of sleep that night.
The next day came, and Huang asked the
class to turn in the assignments. The classroom,

packed with some 50 students, was unusually
quiet. No one moved. They looked at each other,
but no one dared sneak a peek at the teacher.
The moment of truth was upon them.
“Nobody did it?” Huang asked. “Really?”
“Grandma Yu-xiu did, sir,” someone said,
breaking the ice. At this, Yang turned in what
she had finished.
“Eh… not bad,” Huang lauded. “In fact, they
look really nice!” His praise was a shot in the
arm to Yang.
Huang continued, “I used to accept only people younger than 45 years of age for our workshops. I won’t make that restriction anymore.
Even 70-year-olds are welcome.”
A large exhibition
Three years later, in 2006, Tzu Chi celebrated
the 40th anniversary of its founding. Documenting
volunteers from across Taiwan presented poster
exhibitions of what the foundation had done in
their own communities.
Cai Mou-cheng (蔡謀成) was in charge of the
documenting volunteers in the central Taiwan
region. He tapped Yang Yu-xiu and Guo Ying-jie
(郭英傑), a paid staffer, to set up an exhibition to
be staged at the Taichung branch office. The
theme was “Looking Back.”
“Am I up to it?” Yang asked. Cai replied,
“Give it a try!” So Yang and Guo started to put
together things that they would need to put on a
large poster show. Yang gathered photos and
stories and began writing captions. She worked
12-hour days at the Taichung branch office until
late in the evening, sometimes missing the last
bus home. To free herself from the bus schedule,
she rode her old bicycle.
After a month of seemingly ceaseless work,
the “Looking Back” exhibit opened. It was predominated by black-and-white photos, taking
visitors through a time tunnel of Tzu Chi history
into a nostalgic aura of bygone days. Visitors
raved about the display.
Yang felt richly rewarded. She was glad that
her hard work and devotion had paid off. She
did not know how much time she had remaining in life to do things like that, but she was
grateful to have the opportunity to work on such
a big project while she was still in good health,
still able to put in long hours of work.
Yang’s long hours during the time she worked
on the exhibition, day in and day out, concerned
her daughter, Chen Liang-ru (陳亮如). She could
not bear to see her mother working so hard.
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Yang gives her best in organizing an exhibition, from collecting photos and historical
records to writing captions,
editing pictures and laying out
posters. Here she measures
the height of a poster above
the floor. Everything has to be
just right.

“Mom went to Tzu Chi seven days a week, and
she was hard at work late into each evening,”
Chen said. “She didn’t even have any time to eat
with us.” She didn’t want her mother to exert
herself so much; instead, she wanted her to take
it easy so she could do Tzu Chi work for a long
time to come.
However, Chen Kun-huo (陳坤火), Yang’s husband, was more accommodating. He said to her,
“If a thing is worth doing, do it the best you can.
Keep an eye on your own health, though. You’re
not all that young any more. If you’re happy doing
these things, then I’m happy, too.”
Chen is a considerate husband. He takes care
of things at home so his wife can devote herself
to Tzu Chi work. What’s more, he helps her work
through challenges. When Yang sees things that
she feels should be improved on, she speaks her
mind frankly. This straightforwardness inevitably gets her into disagreements with other volunteers, leaving her dispirited. Chen tells her
gently, “If you’re wrong, correct it. If you’re right,
but things just can’t be helped, let it be.”
With help like that, Yang has been able to
keep volunteering in her community, at large
Tzu Chi group activities, and on international
disaster relief missions.
“Day and night, you work so hard—aren’t
you tired?” people often ask her. “No,” she
answers, “not when I think of how Master Cheng
Yen has never complained of fatigue during her
more than four decades of hard work.” With that
thought, she pushes forward. Even when her
vision is blurred and her body is tired, her heart
is fulfilled and content.
I’m old, but my computer can’t be
Yang never lets a training class slip by. She
signs up for every workshop on multimedia or
poster production. She also volunteers to help
compile articles and photos documenting Tzu
Chi camps. The last thing she wants is to sit idle
at home.
When a new complex was about to open at
Taichung Tzu Chi Hospital in August 2011, she
worked with a team to make posters to be displayed at the new complex. Every day she took
the bus for the hour-long journey to the hospital
and back home again at the end of the day,
despite the fact that her foot had been injured.
She walked slowly. In one hand was a walking stick, in the other a handbag. The tool of her
trade—a notebook computer—hung in a bag
from her shoulder diagonally across her torso.

“Your computer looks heavy,” fellow volunteers
said to her, concerned about her foot injury. “Oh,
I used my old computer for five years,” she
replied cheerfully. “To keep up with my work, I
got a new, more powerful computer. I may be
old, but my computer can’t be.”
While people her age typically spend their
time in leisurely pursuits, Yang chooses to keep
challenging herself by doing the more demanding work of poster design and serving as a documenting volunteer. Her endurance and dedication have won Huang Wen-qin over. Huang has
trained Tzu Chi volunteers in poster making for
a long time. He often uses Yang as an example to
encourage young volunteers to take on more
responsibilities and learn new things. “The
example of Sister Yang Yu-xiu leaves us with no
excuse for being lazy. Looking at her, we can
never say that we don’t know how to do something or that we’re too old to learn.”
Conscientious
Initially, Yang copied the formats of other
people when she created paper records to document Tzu Chi events or camps. One day, as she
was looking at some paper records made by
another volunteer, she noticed that the volunteer
had laid out the records like a magazine, elegant
and attractive. “Ah, why didn’t I think of that?”
she exclaimed. Inspired, she began designing
and creating her own formats for her records.
“When I pick up a magazine, such as the Tzu
Chi Monthly, I read its articles and study its layouts. There aren’t shortcuts in doing things,” she
advises. “Just observe others’ fine features, practice diligently, and you’ll naturally get the hang
of it.”
Yang feels that the records of Tzu Chi events
should be as clear as possible so that the history
of Tzu Chi can be well preserved. A record should
give readers a good sense of being there when
they cannot go to the event in person. Yang also
strives meticulously for accuracy. To prevent mistakes, she carefully double-checks everything.
She freely shares her experience with other
volunteers. She is a good teacher, a good friend,
and at times a good mother to them. She answers
their questions, provides them with helpful information that is not always asked for, and reminds
them to drink water and eat at proper hours.
Yang is still in good health, and her steps are
light and steady. Most importantly, she is young
at heart. With her passion for learning, she epitomizes the maxim, “Life begins at seventy.”
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Tzu Chi Events Around the World

Volunteers delivered hot food to fixed locations in various villages. Villagers could also
visit the temple for food. Many people did this,
as evidenced by the long line there. “We’ve been
eating Tzu Chi food for three days,” villager Nila
BoonNa said. “We’re out of food at home, and
we’re really grateful to the volunteers for coming here to help.” Her home was in chest-high
water, and the seven people in her family had
rowed a boat to the food kitchen.
As of mid-October, 22 provinces were still
flooded. By October 21, Tzu Chi volunteers had
given out 17,155 boxed meals.
Myanmar
In late October, heavy rains pounded Taungoo
in the Bago Region, causing the area to suffer the
worst floods in 30 years. After inspecting the situation in the disaster area, Tzu Chi volunteers
from Yangon decided to offer help in three
remote and badly hit villages in Taungoo: Ba
Dae, Doe Im, and Kyun Thar Yar.
The volunteers left Yangon the evening of
November 3, covered 240 kilometers (150 miles)

in four hours of night driving, and arrived in
Taungoo at 1:00 a.m. the next morning. At the
crack of dawn, they set out for the disaster area.
At one point, the floodwater was too deep for
the cars to drive through, so the volunteers had
to get out and wade across. When they reached
a river, they took a boat the rest of the way to
their destination.
The floods had destroyed or submerged most
crops and houses, so many people not only lost
their livelihood but were also forced to shelter in
schools or temples on higher ground. A village
head informed the volunteers that soldiers had
distributed hot food, but that villagers now
needed daily necessities the most, including
clothes, rice, and medicine. Volunteers promised
that they would help them out.
The volunteers went back to their hotel to
purchase the needed supplies, which turned out
to be rather difficult as the volunteers were not
familiar with the area. Luckily, many local people came forward to help. The hotel owner
helped purchase rice, the owner of the rice shop
put the rice into smaller bags for distribution,

With the help of soldiers, volunteers wade through water to assess damage in flood-ravaged
Taungoo, Myanmar.
zhang bo-lin

A Tzu Chi volunteer hands hot meals to a flood victim in Ban Tham, Si Maha Phot, Thailand.

Thailand
It often floods during the rainy season in
Thailand, and this year was no exception.
Torrential rains throughout September brought
floods to 47 provinces, impacting more than
three million people.
The Bang Pakong River in Prachin Buri
Province, about a hundred miles northeast of
Bangkok, overflowed its banks. A typhoon in
late September only exacerbated the situation.
Floodwater flowed through Prachin Buri, resulting in more severe damage than in years past.
Aid was rushed in, but it took time to reach
remote areas, including Ban Tham in Si Maha
Phot district, where 500 families were affected.
Starting on September 27, 2013, Tzu Chi volunteers shopped, cooked, and prepared box meals
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for the victims. They provided two hot meals for
the villagers each day.
The volunteers operated a kitchen at a local
temple, Wat Prathum Boocha, to cook the food.
Satapong Suopa, an old villager, showed up at
the kitchen early one morning. “Two days ago I
heard that some kind-hearted people had come
here to cook for our own people, but they were
shorthanded,” she said. “So, I started coming
yesterday to help.”
Close to 20 women were working in the kitchen then. One of them, Jangling Tawuloong, said:
“Tzu Chi volunteers came here from different
places to help us, so it’s only fitting that we contribute our bit of strength. Seeing kind people
showing care for us victims makes me warm
inside. I’m more than happy to join their ranks.”
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You Guan-jun (left) and his
older brother, Guan-ren (second from right), are both recipients of this year’s Tzu Chi
scholarships. They have suffered much since a young age,
but they have remained strong
and have taken good care of
their mother.
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She has practiced weightlifting since elementary school.
She plans to use the sport as
her ticket to a brighter future.
She has been injured many
times, but persists in training.
She knows that her hard work
will pay off one day.
Her diligence has already
paid dividends this year. She
won a silver medal in the
44-kilogram (97-pound) category at a national competition.
Despite her young age, she is
determined to win a slot on
the national team someday so she can compete
on behalf of the nation. She wants to win prizes
for her father and for Taiwan.
You Guan-ren (游冠任) and his younger
brother, Guan-jun (冠鈞), also received scholarships. A few years ago, their father, a police officer, suddenly lost consciousness and passed
away. Their mother couldn’t come to terms with
the loss, and she started drinking excessively.
Eventually she developed liver cirrhosis.
Although Guan-ren and Guan-jun wanted to
donate their livers to save their mother, they
were not good matches.
Fortunately they found a compatible donor,
and the mother had a successful liver transplant
in June this year. While she recuperated, the

Tzu Chi volunteers in the Dominican Republic held a distribution of uniforms and school supplies on
November 1, 2013, to students at La Romana Tzu Chi School.

zheng qi-cong

Taiwan
The Tzu Chi Foundation held a ceremony on
November 2 at its Tainan branch office in southern Taiwan, where scholarships were awarded
to 155 disadvantaged children.
Yang Pei-yu (楊培妤), 13
years old and in the eighth
grade, was one of the recipients. Her parents divorced
when she was young. She now
lives with her father, who suffers from a spinal injury.

zhu yao-lin

liu an-min

and teachers and students helped pack other
supplies. Very quickly, items including rice, soybeans, cooking oil, blankets, soap, and mosquito
nets were ready to be taken to the riverside.
Soldiers loaded the goods onto boats to be transported to the disaster area.
On November 7, the supplies were handed
out to delighted villagers. A total of 1,001 families benefited from the distribution. One villager
said that she was so happy to get the goods she
forgot that she was hungry.

Tzu Chi volunteers prepare
relief supplies to be distributed
to flood victims in three remote
villages in Taungoo, Myanmar.

boys took turns staying in the hospital and looking after her. With help from Tzu Chi, their lives
have gradually returned to normal.
The Tzu Chi Foundation provides financial
aid to disadvantaged students so they can attend
school without financial worries, and to encourage them to study hard in school. Twenty-four
award ceremonies will be held across Taiwan
this year for 5,800 recipients.
The Dominican Republic
Tzu Chi volunteers held a distribution of uniforms and school supplies at La Romana Tzu
Chi School in Villa Hermosa, La Romana
Province, on November 1.
On behalf of the Taiwanese government,
Ambassador Hou Ping-fu (候平福) donated
US$5,000 to help defray the cost of the distribution. He commended Tzu Chi volunteers for
their selfless spirit of Great Love during the distribution ceremony.
Rolesa Jimenez is in the sixth grade. Her

mother had visited a Tzu Chi free clinic a few
years before for her breast cancer, and the family
subsequently began receiving care from Tzu Chi.
Unfortunately, the mother later succumbed to
the disease. Rolesa received a uniform and
school supplies at the November 1 distribution,
and the volunteers took the opportunity to visit
her home to see how her father and other family
members were doing.
Dilesyi Cannon Pagol, an eighth grader,
didn’t go to school this day because she was
very ill. Tzu Chi volunteers and her teacher visited her at home and gave her a uniform and
school supplies. They also wished her a speedy
recovery so she could return to school soon.
Marilyn Garcia, a 27-year-old mother of three,
said that her family had just moved here because
of her job. She was delighted today because two
of her children, a kindergartener and a first grader, had received items such as school bags, notebooks, pencils, and pencil sharpeners. She said
she had hoped to enroll her oldest child, a fifth
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A villager opens the door to his new home. After an earthquake hit Kabupaten Lombok, Indonesia, Tzu
Chi helped rebuild 29 houses for victims.

grader, in the school too, but the school didn’t
have space for him. She sincerely hoped that the
situation could be remedied soon, because the
other schools didn’t have the same support for
students as this one did.
The fifth-grade or younger students received
uniforms and school supplies including notebooks, pencils, pencil sharpeners and erasers.
Children in higher grades also received long rulers, compasses and pens. Twenty-five Tzu Chi
volunteers worked the day’s distribution, which
benefitted 1,288 students.
Indonesia
On June 22, a magnitude 5.4 earthquake damaged more than 100 houses in Kabupaten Lombok,
Nusa Tenggara Barat Province, Indonesia.
Many organizations had visited the disaster
areas after the quake and promised aid, but they
then left and were never seen again. It was therefore no surprise that when Tzu Chi volunteers
arrived and offered to help rebuild, nobody
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believed them. It wasn’t until the volunteers
began delivering construction materials that the
villagers began to take them seriously.
After assessing the damage, Tzu Chi volunteers decided to help rebuild 23 houses in
Montong and six in Kalipucak. Two construction
workers were hired for each house.
The house of Dewi Riwanti and her husband,
Suryansyah, had been so severely damaged that
only one kitchen wall and one grass hut
remained standing. The family was forced to live
in a tent provided by the government. Dewi and
Suryansyah are both farm helpers, so they earn
only enough to put food on the table for themselves and their children. They had not dared to
dream of building a new home for themselves—
not until the volunteers came along.
A handover ceremony for the completed
houses was held on November 8. Local government officials thanked Tzu Chi volunteers for
easing the earthquake victims’ burdens by building houses for them.
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A refined disposition is naturally expressed in the way a
person walks, lives, sits, and sleeps.
—Master Cheng Yen
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